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Abstract 
 

π-Conjugated donor (D) and acceptor (A) ensembles have been widely investigated in the fields 

of (bio)chemistry, physics, medicine, materials chemistry and nanoscience because of their 

unique optical and electrochemical properties. Electronic interactions between D and A units 

have been widely explored for the development of advanced functional materials. Therefore, 

diverse π-conjugated ensembles containing different donors such as benzodifuran (BDF), 

tetrathiafulvalene (TTF), triphenylamine (TPA), and acceptors including 2,1,3-

benzothiadiazole (BTD), perylene diimide (PDI), tetraazapyrene (TAP) and 

dipyrrolylquinoxaline (DPQ) have been investigated. It has been demonstrated that HOMO 

and LUMO energy levels and band gaps critically depend on the intrinsic electronic properties 

of D and A units as well as the nature of the linker between them. To optimize the electronic 

communication between D and A units for potential applications in molecular (opto)electronics, 

a variety of π-conjugated ensembles with different D-A architectures have been designed, 

synthesized, and characterized in this thesis. Importantly, efficient synthetic approaches to 

functionalize the TAP core via halogenation, hydrolysis, oxidation, and condensation have 

been developed, allowing the preparation of various kinds of TAP-based D-A molecules. Our 

keen interest in such π-conjugates has led us to comprehensively investigate the intramolecular 

charge-transfer (ICT) interactions through-bond or through-space between D and A moieties 

by UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy, cyclic voltammetry (CV), transient absorption spectroscopy 

(TAS) and density functional theory (DFT) calculations. The thesis is organized as follows: 

1. General introduction 

2. Chemically controlled charge flow in a compact TTF-fused dipyrrolylquinoxaline 

difluoroborate (QB) 

3. TAP-based donor-acceptor (D-A) systems  

4. π-Extended perylene diimide (PDI)-based D-A conjugates 

5. Through-space ICT in benzothiadiazole (BTD)-PCP-TTF conjugates 

6. Molecular electronics 

 

2. Chemically controlled charge flow in a compact TTF-fused dipyrrolylquinoxaline 

difluoroborate (QB) 
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In section 2, a new approach for a compact annulation of TTF and QB units has been developed, 

where strong electronic interactions occur between them. As depicted in Chart 1, the direction 

of ICT transitions changes upon the addition of fluoride or NOSbF6. In the former case, an ICT 

occurs from the pyrrolylquinoxaline-fluoride adduct to the pyrrolylquinoxaline difluoroborate 

coordination pocket. In the latter case, the chemical oxidation of the TTF subunit to its radical 

cation TTF•+ leads to a reverse ICT from the QB to the TTF moiety. As a result, the direction 

of the photoinduced charge flow in this D-A system can be easily regulated, paving the way 

for manipulation of the photoinduced ICT by various chemical methods for potential 

applications in optoelectronic devices. 

 
Chart 1 A schematic illustration of the ICT pathways in the TTF-QB dyad.  

 

3. TAP-based donor-acceptor (D-A) systems  

 

In section 3, TAP as an electron-deficient core was formed by an initial reduction of 

tetranitronaphthalene in the presence of tin and the subsequent cyclization with formic acid / 

pivalic anhydride. TAP was then brominated and sequentially functionalized with two TTF 

units by four bridging sulfur atoms, resulting in two different TAP based D-A triads. They 

differ in the substitution at 2- and 7-positions of the central TAP core (Chart 2a). Both only 

show weak intramolecular through-bond interactions between TTF and TAP units. The 

insertion of tert-butyl groups raises the TAP-localised LUMO level by 0.21 eV, in fairly good 

agreement with the 0.17 eV determined by DFT calculations. Our findings represent a novel 

concept for manipulating the relative HOMO and LUMO energetic positions of organic D-A 

ensembles through chemical modification. To enhance their electronic interactions, we have 

embarked on the preparation of fused TAP-TTF p-conjugates through Schiff base reaction of 

TAP-tetraone with TTF precursor and 4,5-diaminophthalonitrile (one example is given in 

Chart 2b). It turns out that the fusion of two TTF units with the TAP core leads to a long-lived 

charge separation (CS) state compared to the counterpart with only one TTF unit. 
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Chart 2 Chemical structures of TAP based D-A π-conjugates. 

 

4. π-Extended perylene diimide (PDI)-based D-A conjugates 

 

In section 4.1, it has shown that the annulation of TTF and PDI into a compact and planar π-

conjugated system promotes ground-state and excited-state ICT. Due to a slight boat 

conformation of the TTF units and its coplanarity with the PDI core, this dyad can interact with 

pre-exfoliated nanographene (NG) forming a nanohybrid in situ. Coupling with NG has been 

found to occur preferentially through PDI rather than TTF, leading to the formation of the PDI×- 

radical anion, which corresponds to p-doping of graphene (Chart 3). 

 
Chart 3 A schematic illustration of the interaction between TTF-fused PDI with NG.  

 

In section 4.2, an electron donor, azulene, was incorporated as an alternative to TTF into a PDI 

core at 1- and 7-positions through either the carbon atom at 2- or 6-position of the azulene ring, 

leading to a series of azulene-PDI conjugates. Since azulene consists of an electron-rich five-

membered ring and an electron-deficient seven-membered ring, the azulene-PDI systems 

exhibit a reversible colorimetric pH-response upon the addition of trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) 

and triethylamine (TEA), which renders them appealing for sensor development (Chart 4).  
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Chart 4 The pH-response of an azulene-PDI conjugate. 

 

5. Through-space ICT in benzothiadiazole (BTD)-PCP-TTF conjugates 

 

Not only ICT dynamics through-bond but also through-space plays a crucial role in the 

fabrication of high-performance organic electronics. In section 5, we describe D-A systems 

based on paracyclophane (PCP), in which TTF and BTD are connected either directly or 

through triple bonds to the 4- and 16-positions of the PCP core, respectively, (Chart 5). Their 

optical and electrochemical properties have been investigated. A mixture of a through-space 

ICT from the TTF to the BTD units and a through-bond ICT from the PCP to the BTD units 

probably occur, which is still under investigation by TAS measurements. 

 
Chart 5 Chemical structures of PCP based D-A conjugates. 

 

6. Molecular Electronics  

 

Considering the unique properties of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) such as 

planarity, stability and easy halogenation, various building blocks (Chart 6) were synthesized. 

Atomically well-defined N-doping in cross-plane charge transport through graphene 

heterojunctions has been investigated, revealing the N-doping effects on their electrical 

conductance. The detailed information is discussed in section 6.1. Scanning tunneling 

spectroscopy (STS) on the self-assembled TBTP molecules on Ag(111) shows strong electron-

vibrational coupling due to the Franck-Condon blockade effect. As the sample voltages are 

increased, nearly all the molecules show the feature of concentric rings, indicating that electron 

vibrations in TBTP are being coupled in the discharging stage. Besides, a fingerprint of a 
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charge-state switching from an anionic state TBTP•- to a neutral state TBTP0 is induced by the 

local electric field of the voltage applied to the tip on Pb(111). The polymerization of DBBA 

molecules on the superconducting Nb(110) substrate covered with thin Ag films has been 

performed, demonstrating the robust proximity-induced  superconductivity on the Ag layer.  

Chemical reactions of Cu porphyrin on Au(111), including chlorine-induced hydrogen 

elimination and fusion of zigzag graphene nanoribbons have been explored. 

   
Chart 6 The chemical structures of the studied molecules. 
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Abbreviations 
 

A acceptor 

AFM atomic force microscopy 

pin2B2 bis(pinacolato)diboron 

BODIPY boron dipyrromethene 

CHCl3 chloroform 

CV   cyclic voltammetry 

CT   charge transfer 

D donor 

DCM dichloromethane 

DFT density-functional theory  

DTF 1,4-dithiafulvene 

ESI-MS            electrospray ionization mass spectrometry 

HOMO   highest occupied molecular orbital 

HAT hexaazatriphenylene 

HRMS high-resolution mass spectrometry 

ICT intramolecular charge transfer 

LUMO lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

ILCT intra-ligand charge transfer  

MALDI-TOF MS       matrix assisted laser desorption ionization-time of flight mass 

spectrometry  

MLCT metal-to-ligand charge transfer 

NDI 1,4,5,8-naphthalene diimide 

NOSbF6 nitrosonium hexafluoroantimonate 

OFET     organic field-effect transistor 

PAHs polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons  

PDI perylene diimide 

QB dipyrrolylquinoxaline difluoroborate 

STM-BJ scanning tunnelling microscopy break junction 

STS Scanning tunneling spectroscopy  

TAS transient absorption spectroscopy 

TAP tetraazapyrene 
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TBAF×3H2O tetrabutylammonium fluoride trihydrate 

TEMPO 2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl 

TDI tetracene diimide 

THF tetrahydrofuran 

TFA trifluoroacetic acid 

TTF tetrathiafulvalene 

TVS transition voltage spectroscopy  

UPS ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy 

UHV ultra-high vacuum 

UV-Vis-NIR ultraviolet-visible-near infrared  
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1.1 Donor-acceptor ensembles 

1.1.1 Tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) chemistry 

Tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) is an effective π-electron-donating molecule that displays unique 

electrochemical behavior. Its characteristic feature is that it undergoes two reversible, single-

electron oxidations at low potentials to form its radical cation (TTF•+) and dication (TTF2+) 

species. The TTF core in its ground state is non-aromatic 14 π-electron system (2 for each 

sulfur atom and 1 for each sp2 carbon atom) (Figure 1a) while the oxidation converts a ring to 

an aromatic 6 π-electron configuration. Interestingly, the TTF radical cation can form a mixed-

valence state with its neutral species (Figure 1b).1 TTF is stable in different chemical 

environments except in the presence of strong acids and oxidants. Thus, it is widely used as a 

building block in the formation of supramolecular assemblies and multifunctional materials for 

a multitude of applications in diverse fields such as chemsensors, conductors, switches, solar 

cells et al.2 

 
Figure 1 a) Reversible redox processes involving the neutral, radical cation and dication 

species, respectively. b) A mixed-valence state upon oxidation. 

 

Before we start with the functionalization of TTF, we should mention the Schiff base reaction 

as one of the topics in carbonyl chemistry may need to mention. This reaction involves the 

condensation of an aldehyde or ketone with an aryl or aliphatic amine, catalyzed by an acid or 

base.  

 

The amine acts as the nucleophile and attacks at the carbonyl carbon to give an unstable 

intermediate, called as carbinolamine, which then undergoes a dehydration to yield the imine 

or Schiff base.3 
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Figure 2 a) The TTF based sensor anion  1. b) UV-Vis spectral changes of sensor 1 upon the 

addition of TBAF. c) The TTF based complex. d) The UV-Vis spectrum of complex 2 in DMF. 

 

In this section, only TTF-fused D-A ensembles via Schiff base reactions are discussed. Our 

group and Langford et al. explored TTF-fused 2,3-di(1H-2-pyrrolyl)quinoxaline (DPQ) to 

form TTF-DPQ via the direct condensation reaction.4, 5 As depicted in Figure 2b, TTF-DPQ 

shows exclusively selectivity to the fluoride anion as demonstrated by pronounced optical 

changes in the UV/Vis-absorption spectra upon the addition of TBAF (tetrabutylammonium 

fluoride). Recently, our group investigated a metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) and an 

intra-ligand charge transfer (ILCT) in the Re(I) complex (2) with a TTF based ligand (Figure 

2c). The UV-Vis spectrum of this complex shows a strong and broad absorption band centred 

at 580 nm, which is attributed to a spin-allowed π-π* ILCT transition from the highest occupied 

molecular orbital (HOMO) localized on the electron donor TTF to the lowest unoccupied 

molecular orbital (LUMO) localized on the phenazine component. As expected, the MLCT 

transition peaks at 375 nm. Importantly, the ILCT transition is well separated from the MLCT 

transition (Figure 2d). An optical control of the direction of the photo-induced CT was 

confirmed, which is of high importance to develop an optoelectronic molecular switch that 

triggered by light of different wavelengths. 

 

Also, our group synthesized TTF-fused hexaazatriphenylene (HAT, 3) via Schiff base reaction 

of hexaketocyclohexane with the diamine-TTF precursor. The compound 3 undergoes three 

reversible reductions, which are assigned to the successive reduction of the electron deficient 
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HAT core. The six-electron oxidations of three TTF units are also observed. Moreover, it 

provides three potential metal binding sites, whereby transition metal ions can be chelated by 

nitrogen atoms.6 Another example of the multiple uses of TTF units is 4 which comprises a 

nanosized fragment of graphene (coronene), largely extended by annulation with three π-

electron donors. The intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) from the TTF units to the central 

core leads to the lowest energy absorption band at 750 nm.7 

 
Figure 3 Star-shaped TTF fused D-A compounds. 

 

Apart from the introduction of TTF units at the periphery of the π-conjugated core, a TTF unit 

can also be used as a bridge between two nanographene units as shown in Figure 4. The 

compound 5 displays multiple light-induced ICT processes between spatially separated 

electron-rich (red and purple) and electron-deficient (blue) fragments within this extended 

system.  

 
Figure 4 Chemical structure of compound 5 with the multiple ICT transitions. 
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Among electron acceptors, diimide chromophores have attracted much attention due to their 

excellent thermal and optical stabilities, high molar absorption coefficient, reversible redox 

properties, and feasible derivatization chemistry.8, 9 For example, 1,4,5,8-naphthalene diimide 

(NDI) and its derivatives have been intensively investigated for n-type semiconductors. As 

shown in Figure 5, two TTF units are incorporated to the NDI core (6). The appearance of a 

new absorption around 780 nm indicates the electronic interactions between the TTF and NDI 

moieties. Calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) confirm that the NDI core and 

the four bridging sulfur atoms are almost co-planar while the TTF moieties are not co-planar 

with the NDI core, forming dihedral angles of 135 °C. The HOMO orbital is localized on the 

TTF moieties while the LUMO orbital is mainly on the NDI core.  Cyclic voltammetric and 

absorption spectral studies reveal that electronic communication between two TTF units and 

NDI core through the sulfur bridges leads to a narrow band gap of ca. 0.9 eV.10 

 
Figure 5 UV-Vis-NIR spectra (in solution and thin film) and cyclic voltammogram of a TTF-

NDI triad together with the frontier molecular orbitals and the optimized structure. 

 

With respect to NDI, perylene diimide (PDI) has a large π-conjugated backbone leading to n-

type semi-conductivity, high thermo- and chemical stability, and superior photophysical 

properties. A rich derivatization chemistry at the bay (1,6,7,12) and ortho (2,5,8,11) positions 

has been explored (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6 Chemical structure of a PDI chromophore. 

 
Figure 7 TTF fused-PDI at imide site (7) and bay position (8). a) Absorption spectra of 7 upon 

oxidation with different equivalents of [Fe(bpy)3](PF6)3 in DCM. b) Absorption spectra of 8 

(solid), 8•+ (dashed), and 82+ (dotted) in DCM (oxidizing agent: [Fe(bpy)3](PF6)3 ). 

 

Instead of connecting of D and A by flexible or rigid σ-spacers (D-σ-A) which keep the 

moieties apart from each other, TTF-fused PDI dyads (7 and 8 in Figure 7) were synthesized. 

By comparison with the electronic spectra of TTF and PDI precursors, a new electronic 

transition is observed in 7 that is attributed to an intramolecular π-π* CT transition from the 

TTF unit to the PDI core. The positively-shifted oxidation and negatively-shifted reduction 

processes conform to the sizable electronic interactions between TTF and PDI units.11 As 

depicted in Figure 7a, the spectral evolution of 7 upon chemical oxidation by [Fe(bpy)3](PF6)3 

clearly indicates the TTF•+ radical bands appeared at 830 nm and 430 nm. In addition, 7 has 
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successfully been used as a solution-processed active material for light sensitive field-effect 

transistors with balanced hole and electron mobilities.12 In contrast to a fusion to the imide site, 

a direct annulation of TTF to the bay region of the PDI core (8) results in a strong ICT from 

the TTF to the PDI moieties which is well-separated from the π-π* transitions localized on the 

PDI unit (Figure 7b). Upon addition of [Fe(bpy)3](PF6)3, the lowest-energy ICT absorption 

decreases with the appearance of a new band at 840 nm, corresponding to a combination of 

TTF•+ and back ICT from PDI to TTF•+. Further oxidation leads to the formation of the 82+ 

species as confirmed by the appearance of a new absorption at 730 nm at the expense of the 

band at 840 nm for 8•+.13 

 

Inspired by electronic interactions between TTF and PDI units in such planar π-extended 

conjugates, application of 7 with long alkyl chains in exfoliation of graphite leading to the 

formation of nanographene (NG)-TTF–PDI hybrid material has been explored in collaboration 

with Prof. Guldi. A detailed investigation of CT will be discussed in section 4.1. 

1.1.2 Tetraazapyrene (TAP) derivatives 

1,3,6,8-Tetraazapyrene (TAP), a heteroaromatic compound including four nitrogen atoms, is 

an electron acceptor which displays n-type semiconducting behavior with unique 

optoelectronic and electrochemical properties. By functionalizing the TAP at 2-,7-positions or 

at the aromatic core, its electronic properties can be changed easily, which paves the way for 

its diverse applications in the field of organic (opto)electronics.14-18 TAP was first reported by 

Roos and Dimroth in1927 and developed by Gerson and Marvel’s groups until 1964 when they 

successfully synthesized 2,7-dimethyl- and 2,7-diphenyl-1,4,6,8-tetraazapyrene derivatives 

and explored the relative radical anion properties.19-21 Initially, the synthetic approach to TAP 

involves the reduction of tetranitronaphthalene in a solution of hydrogen chloride in the 

presence of tin powder or stannous chloride followed by cyclo-condensation under formic acid 

and oxidation under air.14, 22, 23 Later on, different approaches have been reported (Figure 8). 

Notably, all these methods rely on an oxidation step. Especially, Rubin and co-workers 

developed a protocol based on 1H-perimidine-6,7-diamines or naphthaene-1,4,5,8-tetraamine 

with nitroalkanes to get different TAP derivatives in good yields, in which nitroalkane may 

play a dual role, serving both as an electrophilic reagent in cyclization and as an oxidant 

(method b and e).24 
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Figure 8 The different synthetic approaches to obtain TAP derivatives. 

 

 
Figure 9 Synthesis of 2,7- and/or core-substituted TAP derivatives. 

 

Introduction of perfluorinated substituents as well as halogens are known to lower the LUMO 

energy levels significantly, making such TAP derivatives interesting in the field of n-channel 

semiconducting materials. Gade and co-workers synthesized a series of 2,7- and/or core-

substituted TAP derivatives with LUMO energy levels in a range from -3.57 to -4.14 eV 

(Figure 9). The Figure 10 shows the Kohn-Sham HOMO and LUMO of TAP-based 
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compounds, suggesting that the longitudinal axis lies in a nodal plane of the frontier orbitals, 

which connects the carbon atoms at 2- and 7- positions. As a consequence, the substituents at 

these positions only have a small effect on the frontier orbital energies.14  

   
Figure 10 The Kohn-Sham HOMO and LUMO of 2,7- bis(trifluoromethyl)-TAP (9) (a) and 

2,7-bis(trifluoromethyl)-4,5,9,10-tetrachloro-TAP (10) (b). 

 

Later, the group of Gade found new types of annulated derivatives, in which the TAP is 

annulated with a furan or indolizine ring (Figure 11). The frontier Kohn-Sham orbitals of the 

furan-annulated TAP show that the HOMO and LUMO orbitals are distributed across the 

complete π-system of the molecule. For the indolizine-annulated TAP, the HOMO is mainly 

localized on the indolizine moiety whereas the LUMO is on the TAP unit, indicative of a 

considerable ICT character. Compared to the reference 9, which shows two reversible 

reduction processes corresponding to the formation of the mono- and dianions of TAP, the 

reduction potentials of furan-annulated TAP (11) and indolizine-annulated TAP (12) are 

negatively shifted, due to the electron-donating effect of a furan or indolizine ring. Interestingly, 

compound 12 exhibits strong fluorescence (Figure 11b), in contrast to other TAP derivatives 

that have been found to be non-emissive. The emission spectra are seen to shift dramatically to 

longer wavelengths with increasing the polarity of solvents from cyclohexane to acetonitrile.15 

 

Given that a limited study on TAP derivatization and intrinsic electronic properties of TAP, we 

decided to functionalize the TAP core for the synthesis of different TTF-TAP systems and a 
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detailed study of electronic couplings between an electron donor TTF and an electron acceptor 

TAP will be discussed in Section 3. 

 
Figure 11 The new types of annulated heterocyclic derivatives of TAP. a) Cyclic 

voltammograms of 9, 11 and 12 derivatives. b) Normalized UV-Vis absorption and emission 

spectra of compound 12. 

1.1.3 Azulene derivatives  

Azulene, which was discovered by Piesse in 1863, is an isoelectronic isomer of naphthalene 

with 10 π-electrons. As shown in Figure 12, azulene is a parent non-alternant, non-benzenoid 

aromatic hydrocarbon and has attracted much interest of researchers in different fields due to 

its unusual chemical structure with a negatively charged 5-membered ring fused with a 

positively charged 7-membered ring, bringing out an inherent dipole moment of about 1.08 D 

while naphthalene is zero. The S0→S1 transition is observed as a weak absorption band in the 

visible range, leading to a blue color. This is rare for hydrocarbons without any heteroatom 

substitutions in the neutral state. In addition to this weak absorption band, there is a strong 

absorption band relating to the S0 → S2 transition in the UV region. Another unique optical 

property is fluorescence from S2 to S0, thus violating Kasha’s rule.25 In contrast, naphthalene 

has a symmetrical HOMO and LUMO geometry, while azulene shows a non-mirror-related 

MO geometry with its HOMO located mainly at the odd positions and its LUMO at the even 

positions of the azulene ring.26, 27 Considering its unique MOs and resonance delocalization, 
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the 1-, 3-, 5- and 7-positions of azulene are electron-rich and can readily react with electrophilic 

reactants, whereas the 2-, 4-, 6- and 8-positions of azulene are electron-deficient and prefer to 

undergo nucleophilic reactions. 

  
Figure 12 a) The resonance delocalization of azulene. b) Comparison of the electronic energy 

spacing and radiative transitions of azulene and naphthalene. c) Orbitals coefficients of HOMO 

and LUMO OF naphthalene and azulene. 

 
Figure 13 Some representative azulene derivatives synthesized from the starting material 

tropolone.  
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The synthetic routes to azulene derivatives were not practical because of low yields. Therefore, 

research on azulene-based molecules is less explored compared to naphthalene. Some 

representative azulene derivatives were synthesized starting from tropolone. The hydroxy 

group of tropolone can be easily converted into a chloro, methoxy, or tosyloxy group and these 

active troponoids can undergo nucleophilic reactions to yield substituted azulenes (Figure 13). 

Further conversion provides a variety of azulene derivatives with different functional groups. 

Some other important and efficient methods have been investigated by Ziegler, Hafner, Takase, 

Hawker et al.28-30 

 
Figure 14 Borylation of azulene at the 2- and/or 6-positions. 

 

The electron distribution in the MOs must be considered for functionalization of the azulene 

core. A direct functionalization at the electron-rich 1- and 3-positions has been developed as 

an effective method to prepare azulene derivatives, as reported by Daub, Marafuji, Sugihara, 

Dyker, Liu et al.31-34 In contrast, direct functionalization at other positions appears to be much 

harder. For example, it is difficult to perform an electrophilic reaction at the 2-position where 

is the low electron density. In 1962, Matsumura’s group reported the substitution of an amino 

group for a chloride group by using hydrochloride gas and subsequent decarboxylation. The 

resultant 2-chloroazulene can be further converted to organolithium species.35 An alternative 

approach was explored starting from 1,3-dibromoazulene to form a 2-silylated-1,3-
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dibromoazulene.36 A big step was made by Sugihare’s group towards direct borylation of 

azulene at the least-hindered 2-position in the presence of iridium catalysis to yield 2-

borylazulene (Figure 14a). This is ascribed to the formation of a complex between an iridium 

center and the 5-membered ring, rather than the 7-membered ring. The selectivity for the 2-

position over the 1-position is very likely governed by steric hindrance.37 Besides, 2-silylated 

azulene was prepared with even higher regioselectivity than 2-borylazulene.38  

 

The C-H borylation is also applicable to azulene to yield 6-borylazulene with exclusive 

regioselectivity. However, a very lengthy, six-step reaction from 2-chlorotropone or a 3-step 

reaction from azulene was reported for synthesis of 6-borylazulene.38-40 Side-product 1-

borylazulene (8-10%) can be obtained during borylation of azulene (Figure 14a). The 

subsequent borylation of 1-borylazulene with an excess amount of bis(pinacolato)diboron 

(pin2B2) afforded a series of di-, tri- or tetra-substituted borylazulene. Finally, during the 

isolation, they found that 1,6-di-borylazulene and 1,3,6-triborylazulene can be deborylated 

easily under chromatographic separation on silica gel to obtain 6-borylazulene. Until 2021, 

Yorimitsu’s group has developed borylation at the 6-position of azulene in a single-step 

reaction in a high yield.41 As shown in Figure 15, based on Brich reduction,42 they chose 

sodium dispersion to reduce azulene in the presence of a reduction-resistant alkoxyborane 

forming a diborylation intermediate, which then underwent oxidative monodeborylation in the 

presence of 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO) to yield a 6-borylazulene with 

exclusive regioselectivity. This allows to get access to various 6-substituted azulene derivatives.  

 
Figure 15 Reductive diborylation and oxidation to yield mono-borylation of 6-borylazulene.  
 

Considering the unique asymmetric structure, azulene-based dimers are simple linear 

derivatives containing three regioisomers that are connected through different positions, 

revealing diverse optoelectronic properties. Katagiri and co-workers explored these isomers 

and found that all of them show relative lower HOMO-LUMO gap energies and good p-type 

characteristics compared to 2,2’-binaphthalene.43 Moreover, linearly π-expanded azulene 

trimers including the four regioisomers also exhibit unique properties, such as different dipole 

moments, varied HOMO and LUMO density distributions as well as distinct charge carrier 

transport properties, which leads to the potential application for semiconductor materials.44, 45 
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DFT calculations on the tetraazulene isomers reveal that they have polarity-tunable OFET 

transport properties because of their different MO density distributions induced by the different 

directions of connection of the four azulene moieties. 

 

Azulene-fused linear aromatic hydrocarbons have been investigated by Takai’s group, showing 

a small band gap, good solubility and reversible stimuli responsiveness. As shown in Figure 

16, upon addition of trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), compounds 13 and 14 exhibits a new 

absorption band at 458 nm and 414 nm with the longest wavelength absorption band at 587 nm, 

respectively. This is due to the formation of  azulenium cation caused by the protonation at 5-

memebered ring of azulene. Besides, these spectra changes are accompanied with color change 

from green to orange for 13 and light green to blue for 14. Moreover, neutralization of acidic 

solutions of 13 and 14 with triethylamine (TEA) can regenerate original spectra.46 This process 

of protonation/deprotonation was reversible by addition of TFA or neutralization with 

ammonia. However, the reversibility of the optical properties is easily affected by the spatial 

environment of the heptagon ring and the substitution as well as linkers between azulene 

moieties.47  

 
Figure 16 a) UV-Vis spectra of azulene (black), 13 (red), and 14 (blue) in the neutral state 

(solid line) and after protonation by TFA (dotted line) using TFA/DCM. b) Variation of UV-

Vis absorption spectra of 14 upon the protonation by TFA. 

 

Azulenes, especially functionalized at the 2,6-positions, are promising building blocks for 

organic optoelectronic materials owing to the considerable contribution of their resonance 

structures. It is, however, difficult to directly functionalize the azulene core at the 6-position 

until 2021. Therefore, such azulene derivatives are rarely explored. Azulene-fused aromatic 

diimides comprised of a 2,2’-biazulene moiety and two seven-membered imide rings (15a and 
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15b in Figure 17), were synthesized by Gao’s group.  They have relatively lower LUMO levels 

and narrower band gaps than the corresponding naphthalene diimides.48 Later on, 2-

ethynylazulene-NDI (16a) and 6-ethynylazulene-NDI (16b) were reported, exhibiting n-type 

semiconducting properties.49 DFT calculations suggest that 16b has a  more delocalized LUMO 

over the backbone lying at a lower energy (-3.51 eV) than 16a (-3.27 eV), which facilitates 

electron transport and injection (Figure 18). The lowest-energy absorption bands of 16a and 

16b appear at 523 nm and 509 nm in DCM, respectively. Both of them show two reversible 

reduction processes, while 16b (-0.45 V) has a higher onset potential leading to lower LUMO 

energy compared to 16a (-0.50 V). The LUMO is more stabilized by a sizable contribution of 

the 7-membered ring of the azulenes in 16b. 

 
Figure 17 Chemical structures of the reported azulene-functionalized diimides. 

 

The fusion of azulenes to a tetracene diimide (TDI) core leads to an effective π-extension and 

ICT from the azulene to TDI units. The compound 17b possesses a small HOMO-LUMO gap 

of 0.96 eV, in good agreement with the appearance of one absorption band in the near-IR region. 
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It exhibits four reversible well-resolved reduction processes. The first and second reduction 

potentials are positively shifted compared to 17a, indicative of the stabilization of LUMOs 

caused by the π-extension after cyclization (Figure 19).50  

 
Figure 18 a) Molecular geometries, HOMO and LUMO distributions, and energy levels of 16a 

and 16b computed by DFT calculations. b) The UV-Vis spectra of 16a (black) and 16b (green). 

c) The cyclic voltammograms of 16a and 16b. 

 

 
Figure 19 a) DFT-calculated HOMOs and LUMOs of 17a and 17b. b) Cyclic voltammograms 

and differential pulse voltammograms of 17a and 17b. 
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Similar to azulene-NDI systems (16a and 16b), two isomeric azulene-decorated 

naphthodithiophene diimide (NDTI) triads (e.g., 18a and 18b), in which two azulene units are 

directly connected with the NDTI core through its 2- and 6-position, respectively, were 

reported.51 DFT calculations reveal that in both cases, the LUMO is delocalized over the entire 

molecule but with a large amplitude on the NDTI core, whereas the HOMO is mainly 

delocalized over the entire molecule for 18a, but only localized at two terminal azulene units 

for 18b. It can be accounted for by the fact that 18a is more planar while 18b is non-planar 

with dihedral angles of ∼30.35°/∼38.82° between the two azulene units and the NDTI core 

(Figure 20). The compound 18a exhibits an ambipolar OFET performance, whereas 18b acts 

as a typical n-type semiconductor.  

 
Figure 20 Molecular geometries, HOMO and LUMO distributions, and energy levels of 18a 

and 18b calculated using DFT. 

 

It can be deduced that the azulene units are connected with NDTI and NDI through the 6-

positions (16b and 18b), leading to a lower LUMO energy compared to their counterparts 

which are connected through the 2-positions (16a and 18a). The HOMO distribution depends 

on the nature of the linkers between azulene and NDI/NDTI which significantly affects the 

molecular geometries. For 16a, the HOMO is localized on two azulenes while for 18a the 
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HOMO is completely delocalized over the entire molecule because of coplanarity. In both 16b 

and 18b, the HOMO distribution mainly locates on azulene itself no matter what kinds of 

linkers between azulene and diimides. For the UV-Vis spectra of these four molecules, all of 

them show bathochromic shifts compared to references, indicative of the effective extension 

of the π-conjugation systems. The lowest-energy absorption bands of 16b and 18b show 

hypsochromic shifts compared to their counterparts 16a and 18a. The long-wavelength 

absorption bands for 16a and 18a come from the transitions of HOMO-2 → LUMO and  

HOMO → LUMO, for 16b and 18b, the long-wavelength absorption bands are attributed to 

the transition of HOMO-2 → LUMO. Clearly, electronic properties of azulene-based diimides 

are significantly affected by connectivity and the nature of the linkers.  

 

Except for small molecules, azulene-incorporated D-A polymers (19a-c) were reported, 

demonstrating that their semiconducting behavior can be modulated by altering the 

connectivity of the azulene units.52 In comparison to 19a and 19b, where 1,3-disubstituted 

azulene units are inserted to the polymer backbone, 19 c containing 4,7-disubstituted azulene 

units has a lower LUMO energy and acts as an ambipolar semiconductor. Besides, these 

polymers can be used as electron donors in solar cells (Figure 21). 

 
Figure 21 Chemical structures of azulene-based polymers with different connectivity. 

 

Considering the stimuli-responsive behavior of azulene, incorporation of azulenes to different 

polymers turns out to be an effective strategy for novel switches, conductors and so on. In 

contrast to homopolymers, azulene-incorporated polymers exhibit pronounced changes in the 

visible and near-infrared region. Azulene is weakly fluorescent due to the S2–S0 transition 

while the azulenium cation is extremely fluorescent in a concentrated acidic environment. As 

illustrated in Figure 22, the addition of TFA leads to a significant increase in the emission 

intensity with a λmax of 385 nm of azulene and a shoulder at 320 nm of fluorene.53 The azulene-

fluorene conjugated polymer provides a potential application of pH-sensing materials.54 

Moreover, protonated polymers containing 1,3-disubstituted azulene moieties show a stronger 
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fluorescence than those with 4,7-disubstituted azulene moieties.55 Importantly, azulene-based 

conjugated polymers can absorb a significant portion of the NIR spectrum up to 2.5 µm. 

Together with high thermal stability, easy film-forming properties and good chemical and 

electrochemical stability, they appear to be promising candidates for the fabrication of novel 

organic near-IR electronic devices.56  

 
Figure 22  Fluorescence spectral changes of the azulene-incorporated polymer 20 with 

increasing amount of TFA.  

 

Considering all unique properties of azulene, including a large dipole moment, a narrow 

HOMO-LUMO gap and colorimetric reversible stimuli-responsiveness with acids and bases, 

azulene-incorporated PDI derivatives with different connectivities have been studied. The 

detailed discussion will be presented in section 4.2. 

1.1.4 Paracyclophane (PCP) derivatives 

[2,2]Paracyclophane (PCP) was firstly reported by Farthing and Brown in 1949, and it was 

obtained as a byproduct from low-pressure pyrolysis of para-xylene.57 [2,2]PCP consists of 

face-to-face stacked, strongly interacting benzene rings with an average ring-to-ring distance 

of 3.09 Å and linking by diethylene, leading to a rigid structure and good conformational 

stability. This ring-to-ring separation is far less than the standard van der Waals distance of 

3.40 Å observed between layers in graphite (Figure 23). [2,2]PCP is chemically stable towards 
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light, oxidation, acids, bases, and temperature up to 180 oC.58 It exhibits an abnormal absorption 

spectrum in a range of 200 to 400 nm compared to simple benzene derivatives and related 

hydrocarbons. A broad band around 356 nm in its emission spectrum is also unexpected 

compared to alkyl aromatics. These spectroscopic properties are attributed to strong σ-π 

interactions, as well as a π-π through-space delocalization that results in energy transfer 

throughout the entire cyclophane core.59 Except [2,2]PCP, multilayered [3,3]PCP has been 

widely investigated as well. Compared to [2,2]PCP, [3,3]PCP has less strain between two 

benzene rings. 

 
Figure 23 The aromatic-ring distance of [2,2]PCP of 3.09 Å. 

 

The use of [2,2] or [3,3]PCP as a bridge in D-A ensembles can promote an ICT from the D to 

the A units and control electronic interactions between them by the π-π stacking within 

cyclophane. As a result, D-PCP-A ensembles are interesting candidates for molecular 

electronics and can be classified into three types according to the alignment of D and A units 

with respect to the PCP core: type A: the D-A cyclophanes; type B: cyclophanes with D and A 

incorporated into the bridge chains; type C: the cyclophanes substituted with D and A at the 

pseudo-para, pseudo-geminal, pseudo-meta or pseudo-ortho positions (Figure 24). 

 
Figure 24 Chemical structures of different types of D-PCP-A ensembles. 

 

Over several decades, D-PCP-A systems of type A were investigated to gain an insight into 

the CT dependence on transannular distance and relative orientation of D and A. For example, 
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Misumi et al. explored the double-layered D (1,4-dimethoxybenzene)-[2,2]PCP-A (p-

benzoquinone), in which two benzene rings are replaced by D and A and a broad CT band was 

observed clearly in the spectral range of 600 to 1000 nm. As shown in Figure 25, the absorption 

maximum of double-layered compound 21 is shifted to a longer wavelength than those of 

triple-layered counterparts 22. For the triple-layered systems 22 and 23, the introduction of 

electron-donating methoxy group into the benzene ring leads to a red shift of an ICT band. The 

ICT transition also depends on the orientation of the D-A moieties as shown in the electronic 

spectra of 22a-c.60 

 
Figure 25 Chemical structures and electronic spectra of some examples of [2,2]PCPs of type 

A. 

  

As shown in Figure 26, another example pointed out that the oxidation potential decreases as 

the number of the layers increases with -CH2CH2CH2- bridges. The oxidation potential of the 

triple-layered compound 25 with -CH2CH2CH2- bridges is 0.72 V, which is much lower than 

its double-layered counterpart 24 (1.08 V), 27 with -CH2COCH2- bridges (1.01 V) and the 

parent [3,3]PCP (1.07 V). The double-layered 26 with -CH2COCH2- bridges has only one 

reduction wave (-1.97 V) which is quite comparable to the triple-layered counterpart 27 (-2.03 

V). However, there is no reduction process in 24 and 25. These results clearly indicate that 

different bridges significantly affect electronic interactions between BTD and [3,3]PCP 

moieties in the ground state. Moreover, through-bond interactions are effective with the -

CH2CH2CH2- bridge. In contrast to UV-Vis spectra of reference compounds BTD and 

[3,3]PCP, double-layered 24 and 26 clearly show an ICT around 380 nm, while triple-layered 
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25 and 27 show a red-shift of the ICT band to 400 nm. These results suggest that a through-

space ICT transition occurs in both double- and triple-layered PCP compounds. In addition, 

the triple-layered 25 and 27 show a broad fluorescence band with a low quantum yield 

compared to the double-layered 24 and 26, probably due to a faster charge recombination in 

triple-layered 25 and 27 compared to double-layered 24 and 26.61 

 
Figure 26 a) The double- and triple-layered [3,3]PCP-based D-A molecules of type A. b) UV-

Vis spectra. c) Fluorescence spectra. 

 

As far as we know, there is only one literature about D-PCP-A of type B that has been reported 

by Takemura’s group, in which π-systems of D and A are orthogonal to the benzene rings of 

the cyclophane, which is distinct from spiro π-conjugation.62 As shown in Figure 27, a fixed 

D-A distance in triad 28 was achieved with a [3,3]PCP as a rigid spacer. Its UV-Vis spectrum 

is a simple combination of the related references, indicative of the lack of an ICT process. The 

cyclic voltammetry measurement demonstrates only weak electronic interactions between 1,4-

dithiafulvene (DTF) and dicyanomethylene. The appearance of two bands at 415 nm and 750 

nm in its transient absorption spectra indicates the formation of a radical cation of 28 which 

has a lifetime longer than the reference bis(benzyl)DTF (black dashed part). The DFT 

calculations show that the positive charge of this radical cation species is predominantly located  

on the DTF ring and partly on the benzene rings, which is more stable than that of the reference 

bis(benzyl)DTF which shows a strong tendency to dimerize. The reason is probably due to its 
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rigid structure and the weak electronic interaction of DTF and dicyanomethylene moieties 

through [3,3]PCP.62 

  
Figure 27 The type B: cyclophanes with D and A incorporated into the bridge chains. a) 

Molecular structure of 28. b) UV-Vis spectra of 28 and reference compounds as shown in the 

black dashed part of 28 (black) and the blue dashed part of 28 (blue). c) Cyclic voltammogram 

of 28. d) Transient absorption spectra of 28. 

 

Most importantly, D-PCP-A triads of type C using [2,2]PCP or [3,3]PCP) are expected to 

reduce the rate of charge recombination, leading to a charge-separation state with a long 

lifetime.63, 64 In order to obtain a long-lived charge-separated state, the charge recombination 

rate has to be lowered. Among D-PCP-A triads of type C, the ones with a pseudo-para-

orientation of D and A units can be one of the most interesting candidates to be explored in 

optoelectronic devices.59  

 

The [2,2]PCP has been chosen as a skeleton with coplanar D and A groups at the pseudo-

geminal or pseudo-para orientation (Figure 28) for developing through-space conjugated 

thermally activated delayed fluorescent (TADF) materials. The HOMO and LUMO are mainly 

located on the donor and acceptor moieties, respectively, and also on the adjoining benzene 

rings, suggesting that the strong transannular electronic communication between D and A units 

can be mediated by a PCP bridge, which enhances a through-space ICT interaction.65 The clear 

separation of the frontier orbitals leads to a small energy gap between the singlet and triplet 

excited states, namely, 0.19 eV and 0.04 eV for trans- and cis-compounds, respectively, which 

render them appealing as TADF emitters. 
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Figure 28 HOMO-LUMO profiles and excited state dynamics. 

 

 
Figure 29 Chemical structures of D-PCP-A triads of type C with substitution at the pseudo-

para position. 

 

[2,2]PCP derivatives with D and A units in the pseudo-para direction have been applied in 

designing solar cell as well, in which D and A units are either directly linked to the PCP core 

or via vinyl groups, as shown in Figure 29. The UV-Vis absorption spectra demonstrate that 

all of them show electronic communications from D to A units through the PCP bridge. 

Moreover, the introduction of vinyl groups results in a red-shift of the lowest-energy absorption 
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band. In all cases, the electron distributions in the HOMO and LUMO are well separated by 

the PCP bridge, indicating that π-conjugation is severely interrupted.66 Therefore, they have 

the potential to lower the charge recombination and generate a long-lived charge separated 

state.64, 66  

 
Figure 30 A series of D-PCP-A triads containing a [2,2]- or [3,3]PCP bridge with D and A 

units.  

 

Shinmyozu and his co-worker synthesized a series of D-PCP-A triads of type C, which was 

prepared through incorporating D and A units to a PCP core via flexible alkyl chains (Figure 

30). As expected, negligible electronic interactions between D and A moieties are confirmed 

by their UV-Vis spectra and cyclic voltammetry. This is in sharp contrast to type A (Figure 

26).63 The DFT calculations suggest that the HOMO and LUMO orbitals are mostly localized 

over donor moieties and completely localized over acceptor units, respectively, indicating no 

orbital interactions between D and A in the ground state. No doubt, their UV-Vis spectra are a 

simple superposition of related reference compounds. The same holds true for their redox 

potentials that are similar to those of the corresponding donor and acceptor references. In 

contrast to [2,2]PCP-based 29 and 31, [3,3]PCP-based triad 30 with propyl chain shows 

stronger tendency to form an exciplex between PCP and NI units in the excited state in 

cyclohexane, probably resulting from better electron-donating ability of [3,3]PCP than 

[2,2]PCP because of reduced strain and also from a propyl chain, following the statistical rule 

known as Hirayama’s n=3 rule.63, 67 Besides, a multistep electron transfer process occurs in 
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CH3CN, starting from D-(CH2)m-[n,n]PCP-(CH2)m-A* to D•+-(CH2)m-[n,n]PCP-(CH2)m-A•– 

via D-(CH2)m-[n,n]PCP•+-(CH2)m-A•–. The transient absorption spectra (TAS) suggest that 

these PCP-based triads show longer CS states compared to Cz-(CH2)3-NI (454 ps). For example,  

Cz-(CH2)3-[2,2]PCP-(CH2)3-NI and Cz-(CH2)3-[3,3]PCP-(CH2)3-NI have a lifetime of 6.3 ns 

and 5.0 ns, respectively.68 

 

Below is another example of D-PCP-A where D and A units are linked to a PCP core through 

triple bonds (Figure 31). It has been found that there are only weak interactions between 

triarylamine (TAA) and NDI units through [2,2]- or [3,3]PCP by UV-Vis and cyclic 

voltammetry. This is probably attributed to the electronic properties of the NDI core which 

shows negligible electronic interactions with substituents attaching to its nitrogen imide atoms, 

as the LUMO has a nodal plane along the molecular axis. The rate constants of CT and CS of 

34 (150 × 1010 s-1, 5.6 × 1010 s-1) are faster than those of  33 (45 × 1010 s-1, 2.4 × 1010 s-1). Both 

of them show a singlet CS state with a lifetime of hundreds of nanoseconds and a triplet CS 

state with a lifetime of several microseconds.69 

 
Figure 31 [2,2]- or [3,3] PCP-based NDI-PCP-TAA triads. 

 

As aforementioned, D and A can be incorporated into the pseudo-para-positions of a [2,2]- or 

[3,3]PCP directly or by a π-linker (double or triple bond) or a σ-spacer (propyl or ethyl chain). 

So, how do these linkers affect the lifetime of a CS state? Here are some conclusions as follows: 

1) the incorporation of a PCP bridge in D-A systems could lead to a long-lived CS state; 2) 

good spatial separation of HOMO on the D unit and LUMO on the A unit through a PCP bridge 

impedes the CR rate; 3) the nature of D and A has a strong effect on the CS processes; 4) an 

increase in the length of a σ-spacer between D or A with PCP could prolong the lifetime of a 
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CS state (e.g. D-propyl-PCP-propyl-A vs D-ethyl-PCP-ethyl-A); 5) electronic interactions 

between D and A through PCP can be enhanced by replacing a σ-spacer with a π-linker, but 

the lifetime of a CS state depends on the spatial arrangement of HOMO and LUMO. 

 

Among different types of D-PCP-A systems, type A shows obvious ICT interactions between 

D and A units whereas only weak electronic interactions occur in type C, being beneficial for 

a long-lived CS state. As a result, BTD-PCP-TTF systems of type C in which TTF and BTD 

units are linked to the pseudo-para-positions of [2,2]PCP directly or through triple bonds have 

been synthesized. The interplay between through-bond and through-space CT interactions as 

well as lifetimes of CS states in such systems will be discussed in detail in section 5. 

 

1.2 Molecular electronics 

 

On-surface synthesis has become one of the hottest research fields with the assistance of ultra-

high vacuum (UHV)-based surface science techniques, especially scanning tunneling 

microscopy (STM) and non-contact atomic force microscopy (nc-AFM). Compared to classical 

wet chemistry, on-surface reactions are catalysed by a substrate and done without solvents, 

thus no limitation of solubility is involved. Due to these unusual reaction environments, some 

organic reactions that are inefficient or prohibited in solution or in gas phase can occur on a 

surface. A key challenge for on-surface synthesis lies in a precise control of the reaction 

pathway. The appropriate choice of a surface should be a prerequisite to a successful on-surface 

chemical reaction, including its material, shape, and crystallographic orientation.70 Although 

active Group VIII metals, such as Ni, Pd, Co, Pt, have often been used as catalysts in wet 

chemistry, their strong binding interactions with molecules lead to poor molecular diffusion 

rates on them, which reversely limits their utilizations in the on-surface synthesis. So far, 

coinage metals (Au, Ag, Cu) with moderate chemical reactivities, have been the most popular 

surfaces, as the requirement of both chemical reactivity and molecular diffusion can be met at 

the same time. The Ullmann coupling reaction is one of the most well-studied on-surface 

reactions, which is stimulated by the dissociation of the C-X (X = Cl, Br, I) bond, typically 

forming a C-metal-C organometallic intermediate by the capture of a metal adatom on surface. 

The organometallic intermediate subsequently transforms into a C-C covalent structure after 

further thermal treatment. As shown in Figure 32, 10,10’-dibromo-9,9’-bianthryl (DBBA) as 

a precursor couple into polymeric chains via Ullmann coupling at 200 °C (Figure 32b). Then, 
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the cyclodehydrogenation of the polymer occurs at 400 °C, leading to the formation of 7-

graphene nanoribbon (GNR) (Figure 32c).71 In contrast, it is surprising that DBBA follows a 

distinct reaction pathway on Cu(111) as reported by Fasel et al. (Figure 32d).72 Therefore, 

these three coinage metal surfaces exhibit distinct efficiency for some reactions involving two 

or more reactive groups.  

 
Figure 32 Bottom-up synthesis of graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) on Au(111), Ag(111) and 

Cu(111). a) A reaction scheme from the precursor DBBA to straight N = 7 GNRs on Au(111) 

and Ag(111). b) Zoom-in STM image of the formed polyanthrylene chain, overlaid with DFT-

based simulated STM result. c) Overview STM image after cyclodehydrogenation, showing 

straight N = 7 GNRs. d) STM images recorded after deposition of DBBA on Cu(111) and 

subsequent annealing to 250 °C. 

 

Another popular on-surface reaction is the reaction of terminal alkynes, aiming at the 

fabrication of carbon nanostructures made of sp-hybridized carbon atoms. The three coinage 

metal surfaces exhibit distinctly different efficiencies (Figure 33).73 Fuchs et al. studied the 

Glaser coupling of 1,4-diethynylbenzene on Au(111) and Ag(111) upon annealing at 122 °C 

in yields of 43.3% and 73.6%, respectively. Compared to Ag(111) and Au(111), Cu(111) 

shows the lowest efficiency because it interacts too strongly with the alkynyl group, which 

inhibits the molecular diffusion and increases the reaction barrier.74 
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Figure 33 The reactions of 1,4-diethynylbenzene on Au(111), Ag(111) and Cu(111). 

 

Porphyrin, with a total of 26 π-electrons, is of particular interest thanks to its planar structure 

with an aromatic core of 18 π-electrons, remarkable thermal stability, tunable redox properties, 

and intense optical features. Porphyrin nanotapes (PorNTs) are promising molecular wires due 

to a high degree of π-conjugation, low HOMO-LUMO gaps, and exceptional conductance. 

Fasel and his co-worker reported meso-meso triply fused PorNTs through a two-step synthesis 

on Au(111) (Figure 34a). The diradical character of the on-surface formed building block 

PorA2, a phenalenyl π-extended ZnIIPor, facilitates the formation of laterally π-extended tapes 

via the intermolecular homocoupling (Figure 34b). Remarkably, the obtained PorNTs are 

featured with magnetic end states resulting from the presence of an unpaired electron at each 

end of the Au(111)-supported NTs. The reactivity of these radicals is particularly high at the 

b-pyrrolic positions of the porphyrin core, making the termini susceptible to hydrogenation. 

Indeed, a close inspection of PorNTs by constant-height nc-AFM imaging reveals doubly 

hydrogenated carbon atoms (CH2) at the terminal b positions of some of the tapes (Figure 34d). 

It could selectively transform the terminal C(sp3)H2 into C(sp2)H by STM tip-induced atomic 

manipulation, thereby removing the “extra” hydrogen atom (Figure 34e). 
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Figure 34 a) A two-step, on-surface synthesis of laterally π-extended PorNTs on Au(111). b) 

Overview STM image of the on-surface synthesis of PorNTs (Vs = -0.5 V, It = 40 pA). c) A 

chemical scheme of the tip-induced dehydrogenation of the CH2 sites at the ends of Por4NT. d) 

Constant-height nc-AFM images of Por4NT. The arrows indicate the CH2 structures at the β 

positions of the Por core. e) Constant-height STM images of the corresponding structures at – 

5 mV. 

 

Heteroatom doping in graphene offers unique opportunities to fabricate D-A heterostructures 

and enhance magnetism of nanographene. Nitrogen is of particular interest for its electron-

accepting character. In collaboration with Prof. Meyer at the University of Basel, we have 

investigated nitrogen-doped porous graphene nanoribbons (N-GNRs) via Ullmann coupling of 

2,7,11,16-tetrabromotetrabenzo[a,c,h,j]phenazine (TBTBP) on Ag(111) surface (Figure 35a). 

With gradual annealing, TBTBP initially forms an organometallic intermediate upon 

debromination, and then the C-Ag-C bonds transform to C-C single bonds. The formed N-

GNRs possess periodically spaced nanopores of 4.6 Å diameter and a high N-doping, which 

results in a semiconducting band gap of about 2.2 eV on Ag(111) and an interesting D-A 
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heterostructure.75 Later on, we explored on-surface reaction of 3,6,14,17-

tetrabromodibenzo[a,c]-dibenzo[5,6:7,8]quinoxalino-[2,3-i]-phenazine (TBQP) on Ag (111) 

(Figure 35b), indicative of a similar reaction mechanism to TBTBP. The formation of N-doped 

Kagome graphene (N-KG) is also triggered by an organometallic intermediate. It not only 

displays a semiconducting character due to the nitrogen doping, but also shows Kagome flat 

bands near the Fermi level. This work could set the scene for the attainment of graphene-based 

topological materials.76 

 
Fig.35 a) Ullmann coupling for the generation of porous-N-GNRs. b) On-surface synthesis of 

N-KG. 

 

1.3 Aim of the work 

 

Due to the remarkable electronic properties of tetrathiafulvalene (TTF), tetraazapyrene (TAP), 

perylene diimide (PDI), azulene, and paracyclophane (PCP) which are discussed in the section 

1.1, my PhD work is mainly focused on the synthesis and characterization of p-conjugated D-

A ensembles based on these building blocks for exploring ICT dynamics in the ground- and 
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excited-states in the hope of optically or chemically controlling charge flow direction. A series 

of new D-A ensembles (Figure 36) have been prepared and investigated in this thesis.  

  
Figure 36 A series of new D-A ensembles. 
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Firstly, chemical regulation of direction of photoinduced charge flow is realized in a compact 

TTF-QB dyad. Thanks to the newly developed synthetic protocols for functionalization of the  

TAP core, TTF can be incorporated into the TAP core either through four sulfur bridges or by 

direct annulation through a quinoxaline. Following up the previous study, the π-extended TTF-

PDI dyad has been used for exfoliation of graphite, and the resulting nanographene-dyad hybrid 

exhibits electronic interactions between nanographene and an electron acceptor rather than an 

electron donor. Furthermore, BTD-PCP-TTF ensembles have been studied for exploring 

through-space interactions between D and A affected by different linkers. Secondly, as an 

alternative to TTF, azulene was linked to the PDI core through different connectivities. The 

connectivity-dependent redox and optical properties have been investigated in detail. All of 

them show reversible colorimetric pH responsiveness.  

 

As a result, through judicious choice of D and A units and linkers between them, different 

photoinduced ICT pathways can be manipulated through chemical modification, paving the 

way for potential applications in optoelectronic devices. The whole thesis revolved around the 

design of appropriate precursors for D-A ensembles, the development of synthetic methods, 

and a detailed investigation of their redox and optical properties. From the obtained results, we 

gain some insights into the relationship between structure and properties, which is of high 

importance for establishing chemical design principles for high-performance optoelectronic 

devices. 

 

In the context of molecular electronics, appropriately functionalized N-heterocyclic molecules 

have been prepared and exploited for the formation of N-doped graphene nanoribbons on 

various surfaces. On the other hand, their electrical transport properties have been characterized 

through sandwiched single-molecule bilayer-graphene junctions via vdW interactions. 
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2. Chemically controlled charge flow in a compact TTF-fused 

dipyrrolylquinoxaline difluoroborate (QB) 
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This section is adapted to the following publication: 

 

Chemical control of photoinduced charge-transfer direction in a tetrathiafulvalene-fused 

dipyrrolylquinoxaline difluoroborate dyad 

 

Ping Zhou, Ulrich Aschauer, Silvio Decurtins, Thomas Feurer, Robert Häner and Shi-Xia Liu 

 

Chem. Commun., 2020, 56, 13421. 

 

https://doi.org/10.1039/D0CC05736C 

 

Contributions to this work 

 

I successfully synthesized QB, PQ, TTF-PQ and TTF-QB and  characterized them by 1H NMR, 

Mass spectrometry and elemental analysis. I conducted and analyzed electrochemical 

experiments, UV-Vis spectra, fluroscence spectra, anion titration, oxidation, photostability 

measurements. Prof. Ulrich Aschauer, from our department, did the TD-DFT calculations and 

analyzed the data. The initial manuscript was written by me and revised by my supervisors. 
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2.1 Article  

 

Chemical control of photoinduced charge-transfer direction in a tetrathiafulvalene-

fused dipyrrolylquinoxaline difluoroborate dyad
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3. TAP-based donor-acceptor (D-A) systems 
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This section is partially adapted to the following publication: 

 

a. Effect of tert-butyl groups on electronic communication between redox units in 

tetrathiafulvalene-tetraazapyrene triads 

 

Ping Zhou, Ulrich Aschauer, Silvio Decurtins, Thomas Feurer, Robert Häner and Shi-Xia Liu 

 

Chem. Commun., 2021, 57, 12972. 

 

https://doi.org/10.1039/D1CC05671A 

 

b. Modulate lifetime of charge separation state  

 

Ping Zhou, Maryam Nazari Haghighi Pashaki, Ulrich Aschauer, Hans-Martin Frey, Silvio 

Decurtins, Andrea Cannizzo, Thomas Feurer, Robert Häner, and Shi-Xia Liu 

 

Manuscript in preparation  

 

Contribution to the work 

 

My contribution includes synthesis and characterization of target compounds by NMR and MS 

and a detailed study of their electronic properties by cyclic voltammetry and UV-Vis spectra 

in neutral and oxidized states. Importantly, an efficient protocol for the functionalization of the 

tetraazapyrene (TAP) core has been developed, which paves the way for the collaborative 

research on self-assembly and surface-assisted chemical reactions of TAP building blocks, as 

well as for designing new D-A molecules in the future. Prof. Ulrich Aschauer did the TD-DFT 

calculations and analyzed various transitions. Prof. Andrea Cannizzo and Dr. Maryam Nazari 

Haghighi Pashaki, from the institute of applied physics of Bern University, performed transient 

absorption measurements and analyzed these data. The initial manuscript was written by me 

and revised by my supervisors. 
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3.1 Electronic communication 

3.1.1 Article 

Effect of tert-butyl groups on electronic communication between redox units in 

tetrathiafulvalene-tetraazapyrene triads
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3.2 Modulate lifetime of charge separation state  

3.2.1 Introduction 

In the past two decades, TTF and its numerous derivatives are strong redox-active electron-

donor molecules with unique electronic properties, and therefore have been widely used in the 

fields of solar cells, conductors,77-79 electrochemical sensors,80-82 and switches.83 Nitrogenated 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (N-PAHs) have been invested recently because of their 

unique optoelectronic and electrochemical properties.51, 84 TAP, as a new type of electron 

acceptor, is an interesting building block for the development of organic materials in the field 

of organic (opto) electronics.14, 24, 85 Compared to pyrene, TAP is however, much less known 

due to the lack of efficient and convenient synthetic protocols to derivatization. To tackle this 

challenge, I have successfully synthesised symmetric non-fused 2TTF-TAP triads with or 

without tert-butyl groups at 2.7-positions of the TAP core. The electrochemical measurements 

by cyclic voltammetry demonstrate that they show good reversible oxidation and reduction 

waves. However, no strong ICT interactions between the TTF and TAP units occur.85 To 

circumvent this problem, I have further embarked on the design and synthesis of TTF-TAP 

fused systems without, with one and two TTF units. A facile and efficient synthetic protocol to 

a key precursor, 2,7-di-t-butyl-4,5,9,10-tetraone-1,3,6,8-tetraazapyrene (4) has been developed. 

Schiff-base condensation of 4 with different equivalents of 5,6-diamino-2-(4,5-bis(propylthio)-

1,3-dithio-2-ylidene)benzo[d]-1,3-dithiole (TTF-2NH2) and 4,5-diaminophthalonitrile, 

respectively, led to the formation of quinoxaline-TAP-TTF, TTF-TAP-TTF and 

diquinoxaline-TAP (Scheme 1).  

 

CT dynamics in D-A systems investigated by time-resolved transient spectroscopy 

demonstrated that electron-accepting strength governs whether electronic coupling dictates 

charge recombination (CR) rate: the strong and moderate-strength acceptors support more 

stable CS states with weaker coupling and longer lifetimes.86 In a polar solvent, the CR rate 

increases substantially with strong acceptors, leading to a decrease in the lifetime of the CS 

state.87 Therefore, this work aims to reveal the effect of spatial arrangement of D and A units 

in different architectures on ICT dynamics. Redox and optical properties of quinoxaline-TAP-

TTF, TTF-TAP-TTF and diquinoxaline-TAP have been investigated in detail. It has been 

found that the symmetric TTF-TAP-TTF triad show the CS state with a longer lifetime, 
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namely, more than two orders of magnitude compared to the asymmetric quinoxaline-TAP-

TTF. 

3.2.2 Results and discussion 

 
Scheme 1 Synthetic routes to asymmetric and symmetric donor-acceptor compounds. 

 

As illustrated in Scheme 1, our synthetic approach to target compounds starts with the aromatic 

nucleophilic substitution (SNAr) reaction of methoxy anions to 2,7-di-t-butyl-4,5,9,10-

tetrabromo-1,3,6,8-tetraazapyrene (1) forming the 2,7-di-t-butyl-4,5,9,10-tetramethoxy-

1,3,6,8-tetraazapyrene (2, yield 63%), following by acidic hydrolysis of 2 under HBr aq. to 

afford 2,7-di-t-butyl-4,5,9,10-tetrahydroxy-1,3,6,8-tetraazapyrene (3, yield 90%), and then 

oxidation of 3 in the presence of fuming nitric acid to obtain precursor 2,7-di-t-butyl-4,5,9,10-

tetraone-1,3,6,8-tetraazapyrene (4) in a yield of 45%. The desired compounds quinoxaline-

TAP-TTF, diquinoxaline-TAP and TTF-TAP-TTF were obtained via direct condensation of 

TTF-2NH2 and 4,5-diaminophthalonitrile with the precursor 4 in the presence of acetic 

acid/EtOH in 35%, 64% and 15% yields, respectively. Stable quinoxaline-TAP-TTF, 

diquinoxaline-TAP and TTF-TAP-TTF were obtained as a dark blue, yellow and dark blue 
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solid, respectively, and purified either by chromatographic separation or by filtration. These 

compounds have been unambiguously characterized by 1H and 13C NMR, cyclic voltammetry, 

UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy as well as by high resolution mass spectrometry. All analytical data 

match well with their chemical structures.  

  
Figure 1 The UV-Vis absorption spectra of quinoxaline-TAP-TTF (black), TTF-TAP-TTF 

(red) and diquinoxaline-TAP (blue) (c = 5´10-6 M) in DCM r.t.  

 

Both quinoxaline-TAP-TTF and TTF-TAP-TTF strongly absorb over an extended range in 

the UV-Vis spectral region (c = 5´10-6 M in DCM) (Figure 1). A strong and broad absorption 

band (ɛ ≈ 1.5´104 L mol-1 cm-1 and ɛ ≈ 3.0´104 L mol-1 cm-1, respectively) peaked at 620 nm 

is attributed to an ICT transition from the TTF unit to the TAP-quinoxaline moiety as confirmed 

theoretically. This transition in both cases occurs at the same energy, but the amplitude 

increases with the number of TTF units, suggesting that one TTF unit does not affect the ICT 

from the other. In the UV and blue part of the optical spectra, a series of very intense absorption 

bands are observed between 400 nm and 230 nm, which is attributed to p–p* transitions 

localized on the TTF and TAP cores. These spectral features are in stark contrast with 

diquinoxaline-TAP. TTF-TAP-TTF shows a strong band around 320 nm, which is 

blue-shifted compared to quinoxaline-TAP-TTF, pointing to an interaction between the two 

TTF units, mediated by the TAP one. According to the onset of the lowest energy absorption 

band, the estimated optical HOMO-LOMO gaps of the quinoxaline-TAP-TTF and TTF-

TAP-TTF are the same. 
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Figure 2 Variation of UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra of quinoxaline-TAP-TTF (5´10-6 M) 

in DCM upon successive addition of aliquots of NOSbF6 at r.t. 

 

Figure 3 Variation of UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra of TTF-TAP-TTF (5´10-6 M) in DCM 

upon successive addition of aliquots of NOSbF6 at r.t.  

 

In order to deeply understand the intramolecular electronic interactions between the TTF, TAP 

and quinoxaline units in the quinoxaline-TAP-TTF and TTF-TAP-TTF (c = 5´10-6 M in 

DCM), chemical oxidation of quinoxaline-TAP-TTF and TTF-TAP-TTF was explored by 

successive addition of NOSbF6 aliquots at room temperature. As shown in Figure 2 for 

quinoxaline-TAP-TTF, a progressive reduction of the absorbance of the high energy p-p* 

transition and ICT transition band at 320 nm and 620 nm, respectively, is accompanied with a 

concomitant emergence of absorption bands at 450 nm, 900 nm and 1200 nm which reach their 

maximum values upon addition of 18 equiv. of NOSbF6. The appearance of new absorption 

bands around 450 nm and 900 nm is characteristic of the TTF˙+ radical cation-related 

transitions within a D-A ensemble.1, 88 Moreover, a new absorption band around 1300 nm could 

be assigned to the dimeric TTF˙+ radical cation species arising from enforced intermolecular 
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interactions. Interestingly, for TTF-TAP-TTF, the initial oxidation leads to a broad absorption 

band which emerges around 900 nm, indicative of TTF˙+ radical cation species. Gradually, a 

broad absorption band centered at 1400 nm appears, which is probably attributed to a mixed-

valence charge transfer transition from neutral TTF to TTF˙+ radical cation.1, 83, 89, 90 During the 

oxidation process, this band is continuously blue-shifted to 1150 nm and reaches its maximum 

value upon addition of 18 equiv. of NOSbF6. Having a close look at the band around 375 nm, 

the double-peak feature is distinct from the single peak at the same energy in quinoxaline-

TAP-TTF, clearly due to the presence of two TTF units. It completely disappears upon 

addition of 1.4 equiv. of NOSbF6. This points to two possible scenarios: the two TTF units are 

not equivalent, or there is some excitonic coupling between them.  For the former case, the 

spectral change is due to the consecutive oxidation of two TTF units, the first TTF unit is much 

easily and more efficiently oxidized than the second. This scenario is inconsistent with cyclic 

voltammetry measurements reported in the following. As a result, the most probable 

explanation is related to the formation of an excitonic state involving the two TTF units. 

 
Figure 4 Cyclic voltammograms of quinoxaline-TAP-TTF (black), TTF-TAP-TTF (red), 

diquinoxaline-TAP (blue) and 5 (pink) were measured in DCM, containing 0.1 M TBAPF6 as 

the supporting electrolyte at room temperature, a platinum electrode as a working electrode, 

Ag/AgCl electrode as the reference electrode and the scan rate at 500 mV s-1. 

 

The electrochemical properties of quinoxaline-TAP-TTF, TTF-TAP-TTF, diquinoxaline-

TAP and the reference compounds 5 (Figure 5), TTF-2NH2 and t-Bu-TAP (Figure 5) were 

investigated by cyclic voltammetry in DCM (Figure 4). Quinoxaline-TAP-TTF undergoes 

two distinct reversible oxidation processes at 0.86 V and 1.22 V (vs. Ag/AgCl), indicating that 

TTF unit is successively oxidized to TTF radical cation and dication species.91 In the negative 
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potential window, two reversible reduction waves at -0.37 and -0.92 V are observed, 

corresponding to the addition of electrons to the quinoxaline-extended TAP core (Figure 6a). 

The symmetric TTF-TAP-TTF shows two pairs of two-electron oxidation waves at 0.89 V 

and 1.24 V, suggesting that two TTF units are simultaneously oxidized to their radical cation 

and dication species, respectively. It can be therefore deduced that these two TTFs behave as 

independent redox centres without any electronic communication between them.92-94 Also, the 

oxidation potentials are quite similar to those of quinoxaline-TAP-TTF, indicating that two 

TTF units are equally affected by the electron-withdrawing effect of the quinoxaline-extended 

TAP core. However, it undergoes three reductions at -0.42, -0.79 V and -1.02 V (Figure 6b, 

DPV results), which are negatively shifted compared to quinoxaline-TAP-TTF ascribing to 

the electron donating ability of the additional TTF. In addition, the symmetric diquinoxaline-

TAP undergoes two reversible reduction processes at -0.31 and -0.63 V, which are attributed 

to reductions of the quinoxaline-extended TAP core. The extended π-conjugation in 

diquinoxaline-TAP significantly stabilize the LUMO with respect to t-Bu-TAP. As expected, 

oxidation potentials are positively shifted while reduction potentials are negatively shifted for 

quinoxaline-TAP-TTF and TTF-TAP-TTF compared to those of TTF-2NH2 (Figure 5) and 

diquinoxaline-TAP, due to electron withdrawing effect of the quinoxaline-extended TAP core 

and electron-donating ability of the TTF unit(s), respectively. Surprisingly, 5 undergoes only 

one reduction at -1.11 V, which is even negatively shifted with respect to t-Bu-TAP. 

 

Table 1 Electrochemical data. Redox potentials [V] vs. Ag/AgCl in DCM. 

 
ELUMO = -e (𝐸!"#$%&"'+ 4.27), EHOMO = -e (𝐸$($%&"'+ 4.27), 𝐸!"#$%&"'	= the onset reduction potential,  

𝐸)*$%&"'	= the onset oxidation potential, EHOMO = ELUMO − Eg. Fc/Fc+ is 0.53 V relative to 

Ag/AgCl in DCM. (TTF-2NH2 stands of 5,6-diamino-2-(4,5-bis(propylthio)-1,3-dithio-2-

ylidene)benzo[d]-1,3-dithiole and t-Bu-TAP is an abbreviation of 2,7-di-tert-butyl 

tetraazapyrene.) 
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Figure 5 Cyclic voltammograms of TTF-2NH2 (dot) and t-Bu-TAP (line) were measured in 

dichloromethane solution, containing 0.1 M TBAPF6 as the supporting electrolyte at room 

temperature, a platinum electrode as a working electrode, Ag/AgCl electrode as the reference 

electrode and the scan rate at 500 mV s-1. 

 

Figure 6 Differential pulse voltammogram of quinoxaline-TAP-TTF (a) and TTF-TAP-TTF 

(b) in DCM at r.t. 
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Figure 7 The Computed absorption spectra and oscillator strengths of the neutral a) 

quinoxaline-TAP-TTF, b) TTF-TAP-TTF and c) diquinoxaline-TAP. 

 

To characterize and verify the various electronic transitions, TD-DFT calculations were 

accomplished using the Gaussian 16 package at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. The 

predicted absorption spectra of quinoxaline-TAP-TTF, TTF-TAP-TTF and diquinoxaline-

TAP are in fairly good agreement with experimental results (Figure 7). For quinoxaline-TAP-

TTF, the HOMO orbital is mainly located on TTF unit and LUMO orbital distributes on TAP-

quinoxaline-CN moiety. The lowest-energy absorption band peaked at 620 nm, is assigned to 

the HOMO → LUMO (100%) /LUMO+1 (99%) /LUMO+2 (99%) transitions that involve an 

ICT from the TTF unit to the quinoxaline-extended TAP core, as clearly shown by the 

associated molecular orbitals in the left column of Figure 8. Also, the calculated transitions at 

higher energies match well with the observed absorption spectrum. Similarly, the HOMO and 

HOMO-1of TTF-TAP-TTF are degenerated and localized on the TTF units while the LUMO 

is delocalized on the quinoxaline-extended TAP core. The lowest-energy absorption band is 

mainly ascribed to the HOMO → LUMO (79%) transition, thus has a clear ICT character. In 

addition, the LUMO distribution of diquinoxaline-TAP over the whole molecule is verified.  

 

In order to deeply explore the intramolecular electronic interactions, we investigated their 

excited state population dynamics by femtosecond time-resolved TAS. We performed a 

comparative study of quinoxaline-TAP-TTF and TTF-TAP-TTF upon direct (at 580 and 605 

nm, respectively) and indirect excitations (excitation at 355 nm) to their ICT states.  

 

Data analysis of time-resolved spectra 

We used the so-called Singular Value Decomposition and Global Fit (SVD-GF) analysis of the 

transient absorption data, 𝑇𝐴(𝜆, 𝑡), to separate noise, Ξ(λ, t), from the spectral evolution of the 
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Figure 8 Frontier molecular orbitals of quinoxaline-TAP-TTF (left), TTF-TAP-TTF (middle) 

and diquinoxaline-TAP (right), respectively. 

 

quinoxaline-TAP-TTF                             TTF-TAP-TTF                            diquinoxaline-TAP  
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system, 𝑇𝐴.(𝜆, 𝑡).  

TA(𝜆, 𝑡) = 𝑇𝐴.(𝜆, 𝑡) + Ξ(𝜆, 𝑡) eq. 1 

Assuming that real dynamics can be described by exponential decays, the SVD-GF analysis 

allows to decompose 𝑇𝐴.(𝜆, 𝑡)  as an expansion of exponential decays with characteristic 

lifetimes (𝜏+) and decay associated spectra, DASs: 

𝑇𝐴.(𝜆, 𝑡) = 4𝐷𝐴𝑆+(𝜆)	𝑒,-.
/ ,
,! 	|012(4,,",,)

+78

+79

 eq. 2 

Where 𝑒,-.
/, :!⁄ 	|012(4,,",,) represents an exponential decay with decay constant 𝜏+ multiplied by 

the Heaviside step function 𝑢.(𝑡) and convoluted with the instrument response function (IRF). 

The latter is assumed to be a Gaussian centred at 𝑡. and with a full width at half maximum of 

K.  

 
Figure 9 a) Selection of ultrafast transient absorption spectra of quinoxaline-TAP-TTF in 

THF solvent (λex= 580 nm). b) Time-spectrum decomposition analysis: decay associated 

spectra (DAS) and relative decay time constants are shown. c) Selected kinetic traces from 

quinoxaline-TAP-TTF upon excitation at 580 nm. 

 

The TA spectra show from the earliest spectrum (130 fs after excitation) an ICT ground state 

bleach (GSB) signal at 580 nm, accompanied by a GSB at 350 nm and three excited-state 
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absorption (ESA) peaks at 400 nm, 480 nm and 650-700 nm. These spectral changes upon 

excitation of the ICT state are in excellent agreements with the changes induced by chemical 

oxidation of quinoxaline-TAP-TTF (Figure 2): the rise of an absorption signal around at 

450 nm and at λ > 700 nm, with a concomitant reduction of the ICT at 620 nm and p-p* 

transition at 350 nm. This allows us to assign the GSB at 350 nm and the ESA bands to the 

oxidation of the TTF unit. Accordingly, the red shift from 660 nm to 700 nm of the red-most 

ESA band can be rationalized as the effect of solvation dynamics driving the stabilization of 

the ICT state in ca. 1ps. Concerning dynamics, data and kinetic traces in (Figure 9) allow us 

to estimate the lifetime of the excited molecule, and therefore the time constant of the back CT 

process, in ca. 2-2.5 ps.  

 
Figure 10 a) Selection of ultrafast transient absorption spectra of TTF-TAP-TTF in THF 

solvent (λex= 605 nm). b) Time-spectrum decomposition analysis: decay associated spectra 

(DAS) and relative decay time constants are shown.  c) Selected kinetic traces from TTF-TAP-

TTF upon excitation at 605 nm.  

 

As depicted in Figure 10, the TA spectra of TTF-TAP-TTF are overall very similar to those 

of quinoxaline-TAP-TTF with only small differences: a red-shift of the GSB at 350 nm to 

375 nm, the appearance of additional GSB at 𝜆 < 350 nm and a broader ESA at λ > 450 nm. 

These spectral features are related to the TTF·+ radical cation which is in good agreement with 
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the spectroelectrochemical data shown in Figure 3. The result of SVD-GF analysis identifies 

four main dynamics: The 700 fs DAS describes a shift and appearance of a band mainly due to 

solvation and stabilization of the ICT state (in agreement with the qualitative discussion of the 

kinetics in quinoxaline-TAP-TTF). Since we detected at magic angle, all the three 

components at 11 ps, 107 ps and infinity (with respect to the measurement time window) 

describe population decays, energy redistribution and reorganization of the electron density. It 

is worth noting that all of them have a similar shape and a clear GSB band. This means that 

both components at 11 and 107 ps describe mainly a back CT of ~ 80% of molecules and the 

remaining 15% of population decays on time scale longer than few ns. These outcomes clearly 

indicate that the back CT rate in TTF-TAP-TTF is much slower than that in quinoxaline-

TAP-TTF, which is not straightforward to rationalize. 

3.2.3 Conclusions and outlook 

The (a)symmetric TAP-based D-A fused triads have been successfully synthesized by direct 

condensation of precursor 4 with TTF-2NH2 and 4,5-diaminophthalonitrile, respectively. In 

both cases, the lowest-energy absorption band is assigned to an ICT from the TTF unit(s) to 

the quinoxaline-extended TAP core, as confirmed by cyclic voltammetry and DFT calculations. 

Interestingly, TAS measurements reveal that the symmetric TTF-TAP-TTA triad has a CS 

state with a lifetime of few ns, much longer than quinoxaline-TAP-TTF. These results 

demonstrate that the lifetime of the CS state can be modulated by variation of symmetry. 

3.2.4 Experimental section 

Set-up description of transient absorption experiment: We generated the excitation pulses 

in the visible region at 580 nm and 605 nm using a tuneable commercial non-collinear optical 

parametric amplifier (Topas White by Light conversion). UV pulses at 355 nm was generated 

by focusing the fundamental visible pulses (680 nm and 710 nm generated by Topas white) 

into a BBO crystal (250 μm thickness) and fulfilling frequency doubling condition by angle 

tuning to the right phase-matching angle. The residual visible radiation was filtered out by a 

harmonic separator and the excitation UV pulse was focused into a spot with ca. 60 μm 

diameter (1/𝑒<) and with ~ 18-20 nJ energy per pulse.  

 

The probe pulse was a broadband continuum covering from 320 nm to 800 nm, generated by 

focusing a fraction of the Ti:Sapphire laser source into a 5 mm thick CaF2 crystal mounted on 
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a motorized stage horizontally wobbling to avoid thermal damage. The probe beam was 

focused into a spot with ca. 45 µm diameter on the sample. The polarization of the pump with 

respect to the probe was at magic angle (54.7°) to measure only population dynamics and 

excluding rotational ones. A power dependence was regularly carried out to ensure that 

experiments are conducted in a linear absorption regime. More details on the set up and 

calculation of the TA signal in a single-shot detection scheme have been already published.95 

To allow a quantitative intercomparison of the signal amplitudes, we took special care to 

always have the same excitation intensity and optical density (all the other parameters, as spot 

size and overlap were constant). When small deviations from the standardized conditions 

(20 nJ/pulse and 0.1OD at the excitation wavelength, respectively) were observed, or it was 

not possible to match them perfectly, a normalization to the standardized values of excitation 

intensity and optical density were applied. 

 

 2,7-di-t-butyl-4,5,9,10-tetramethoxy-1,3,6,8-tetraazapyrene (2). 2,7-

di-t-butyl-4,5,9,10-tetrabromo-1,3,6,8-tetraazapyrene (634 mg, 1 mmol), 

copper iodide (952 mg, 5 mmol), sodium methoxide solution (702 mg, 13 

mmol), and methanol (50 mL) were put into a round-bottom flask (100 

ml), and the resultant solution was stirred at 80 °C for 1 days under N2. 

After cooling down to room temperature, the reaction was quenched by water (50 ml). The 

mixture was extracted by dichloromethane (50 mL) for three times. The combined organic 

phase was washed with an aqueous solution of ammonium chloride, and then the solvent was 

removed by a rotavapor. The crude product was purified by flash column chromatography 

(silica gel, DCM). As a result, 2,7-di-t-butyl-4,5,9,10-tetramethoxy-1,3,6,8-tetraazapyrene was 

isolated as a yellow solid (278 mg). Yield: 63%. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.48 (s, 12H), 

1.67 (s, 18H). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ 175.08, 150.31, 149.73, 107.32, 63.08, 40.92, 

30.40. IR data (cm-1): 2933, 2902, 2866, 2359, 1548, 1468, 1380, 1206, 990, 801, 471. HR-MS 

(ESI, positive): m/z calcd for [C24H30N4O4+H]+: 439.2340; found: 439.2324. 

 

2,7-di-t-butyl-4,5,9,10-tetrahydroxy-1,3,6,8-tetraazapyrene (3). 2,7-di-t-

butyl-4,5,9,10-tetramethoxy-1,3,6,8-tetraazapyrene (79 mg, 0.18 mmol) and 

48% hydrobromic acid (10 mL) were put into a round-bottom flask (50 mL), 

and the reaction solution was stirred at 100 °C overnight under N2. After the 
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temperature of the reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature, water (20 mL) was added, 

leading to some precipitation. After filtration, the collected solid was washed with water and 

dried in vacuum. 2,7-di-t-butyl-4,5,9,10-tetrahydroxy-1,3,6,8-tetraazapyrene was obtained as a 

dark-brown solid (61 mg). Yield: 90%. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 1.69 (s, 18H). 13C NMR 

(101 MHz, DMSO) δ 173.33, 145.93, 140.87, 101.41, 30.26. IR data (cm-1): 3363, 3188, 2956, 

2921, 2857, 2361, 1736, 1477, 1302, 983, 836, 686, 497. HR-MS (ESI, positive): m/z calcd for 

[C20H22N4O4+H]+: 383.1714; found: 383.1708.  

 

 2,7-di-t-butyl-4,5,9,10-tetraone-1,3,6,8-tetraazapyrene (4). 2,7-di-t-butyl-

4,5,9,10-tetrahydroxy-1,3,6,8-tetraazapyrene (57 mg, 0.15 mmol) and fuming 

nitric acid (10 mL) were put into a round-bottom flask (50 mL), and the 

reaction solution was stirred at room temperature for 15 minutes. Water (16 

mL) was added, and then the resultant solution was concentrated. A yellow 

precipitate was formed and separated by filtration. The obtained yellow solid was redissolved 

in chlorobenzene (25 mL) and the resulting solution was stirred overnight under reflux. By 

cooling down to room temperature, the precipitate was formed, filtrated off and then dried in 

vacuum. 2,7-di-t-butyl-4,5,9,10-tetraone-1,3,6,8-tetraazapyrene was obtained as an orange 

solid (26 mg). Yield: 45%. 1H NMR (300 MHz, DMSO) δ 1.47 (s, 18H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, 

DMSO) δ 177.41, 174.95, 155.03, 121.11, 29.39. IR data (cm-1): 2965, 2927, 2904, 2361, 2333, 

1734, 1704, 1566, 1504, 1478, 1456, 1399, 1357, 1215, 1103, 842,429. HR-MS (ESI, positive): 

m/z calcd for [C20H18N4O4 +2H2O+H]+415.1612, found 415.1604.  

 

s-TTF-TAP (5). A mixture of 5,6-diamino-2-(4,5-

bis(propylthio)-1,3-dithio-2-ylidene)benzo[d]-1,3-di-

thiole (195 mg, 0.45 mmol) and 2,7-di-t-butyl-4,5,9,10-

tetraone-1,3,6,8-tetraazapyrene (189 mg, 0.5 mmol) in 

EtOH (50 mL) was refluxed for 8 h in the presence of a 

catalytical amount of acetic acid (5 mL). The resulting 

precipitate was filtered off, washed with EtOH and diethyl ether and dried in vacuum. The 

crude product was purified by flash column chromatography (silica gel, DCM:EtOAc, 20/1, 

v/v) to afford 5 as a blue solid (68 mg). Yield: 19.5%. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.34 (s, 

2H), 2.84 (m, 4H), 2.35 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 4H), 1.72 (s, 18H), 1.05 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 6H). HR-MS 

(ESI, positive): m/z calcd for C36H34N6O2S6 :774.1067; found: 774.1078. 
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Quinoxaline-TPA-TTF (6). A mixture of 4,5-

diaminophthalonitrile (20 mg, 0.13 mmol) and 5 (48 

mg, 0.06 mmol) in EtOH (15 mL) was refluxed for 20 

h in the presence of a catalytical amount of acetic acid 

(2 mL). The resulting precipitate was filtered off, 

washed with EtOH and diethyl ether and dried in vacuum. The crude product was purified by 

flash column chromatography (silica gel, DCM:EtOAc, 20/1, v/v) to produce quinoxaline-

TAP-TTF as a blue solid (19 mg). Yield: 35%. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 9.23 (d, J = 5.6 

Hz, 2H), 8.26 (s, 2H), 2.89 - 2.84 (m, 4H), 1.89 (d, J = 2.6 Hz, 18H), 1.75-1.68(m, 4H) 1.09 - 

1.03 (m, 6H). HR-MS (ESI, positive): m/z calcd for C44H36N10S6: 896.1449; found: 896.1445. 

 

 Diquinoxaline-TAP (7). A mixture of 4,5-

diaminophthalonitrile (95 mg, 0.6 mmol) and 2,7-di-t-butyl-

4,5,9,10-tetraone-1,3,6,8-tetraazapyrene (76 mg, 0.2 mmol) in 

EtOH (10 mL) was refluxed for 20 h in the presence of a 

catalytical amount of acetic acid (2 mL). The resulting 

precipitate was filtered off, washed with EtOH and diethyl ether and dried in vacuum to afford 

diquinoxaline-TAP as a yellow solid (80 mg). Yield: 64%. 1H NMR (300 MHz, DMSO) δ 

9.59 (s, 4H), 1.81 (s, 18H). HR-MS (ESI, positive): m/z calcd for [C36H22N12+H]+: 623.2163; 

found: 623.2171. 

 

TTF-TAP-TTF (8). A mixture of 

5,6-diamino-2-(4,5-bis(propylthio)-

1,3-dithio-2-ylidene)benzo[d]-1,3-

di-thiole (80 mg, 0.19 mmol) and 5 

(72 mg, 0.09 mmol) in EtOH (25 mL) 

was refluxed for 36 h in the presence of a catalytical amount of acetic acid (4 mL). The resulting 

precipitate was filtered off, washed with EtOH and diethyl ether and dried in vacuum. The 

crude product was purified by flash column chromatography (silica gel, DCM:EtOAc, 50/1, 

v/v) to afford TTF-TAP-TTF as a blue solid (16 mg). Yield: 15%. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) 

δ 8.43 (s, 4H), 2.89 – 2.84 (m, 8H), 1.88 (s, 18H), 1.77 – 1.72 (m, 8H), 1.09 – 1.03 (m, 12H). 

MS (MALDI-TOF, DCTB as matrix, positive) calcd. for [C52H50N8S12+H]+1171.0880, found 

1171.09. HR-MS (ESI, positive): m/z calcd for [C52H50N8S12+H]+1171.0880, found 1171.0872. 
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This section is partially adapted to the following publication: 

 

a. Nanographene favors electronic interactions with an electron acceptor rather than an 

electron donor in a planar fused push–pull conjugate 

 

Michel Volland, Ping Zhou, Leonie Wibmer, Robert Häner, Silvio Decurtins, Shi-Xia Liu and 

Dirk M. Guldi 

 

Nanoscale, 2019, 11, 1437. 

 

https://doi.org/10.1039/C8NR06961A 

 

b. Azulene-PDI triads 

 

Ping Zhou, Ulrich Aschauer, Silvio Decurtins, Thomas Feurer, Robert Häner, and Shi-Xia Liu 

 

Manuscript in preparation  

 

Contribution to the work 

 

I synthesized all target compounds including TTF-fused PDI, 2-A-PDI, 2-A-fused PDI and 

6-A-PDI and characterized them by 1H NMR and MS spectra. I also conducted and analyzed 

UV-Vis absorption spectra, pH responsive measurements and electrochemical experiments. Dr. 

Michel Volland, from Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, performed 

transient absorption measurements, Raman spectra, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

imaging and atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging. Prof. Ulrich Aschauer carried out the 

TD-DFT calculations and computed absorption spectra.  
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4.1 TTF-fused PDI 

4.1.1 Article 

Nanographene favors electronic interactions with an electron acceptor rather than an 

electron donor in a planar fused push–pull conjugate 
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4.2 Azulene-PDI triads 

4.2.1 Introduction 

As aforementioned, azulene is a non-benzenoid aromatic hydrocarbon isomer of naphthalene, 

which consists of an electron-rich five-membered ring and an electron-deficient seven-

membered ring.96 It was demonstrated that some of azulene derivatives show unique acid-base 

responsive properties,46, 97 which makes them possible for the sensor applications. In the past 

decade, little work has been done on azulene-based D-A systems, in which an azulene core is 

mostly functionalized at the 2-position and linked to an electron acceptor either directly or 

through a triple bond.49, 50 Only in one report, azulene is incorporated to a naphthodithiophene 

diimide directly through the carbon at the 6-position of the azulene ring, leading to a typical n-

channel behavior with the highest electron mobility up to 0.13 cm2 V-1 s-1.51  The main reason 

for this is that synthetic procedures for the key precursor 6-azulenyl boronic acid ester (6-

borylazulene) were quite tedious and frustrating.49 Until last year, Yorimitsu group successfully 

synthesized 6-borylazulene in one step through sodium mediated borylation,41 which gives us 

a hint to explore further functionalization of the azulene core at the 6-position. Given that PDI 

possesses excellent thermal, chemical and photochemical stabilities combined with its optical 

and redox properties,11 we have decided to prepare p-extended PDI ensembles by introducing 

two azulene groups directly to the PDI core, either through the carbon atoms at 2- or 6-positions 

of azulene rings, respectively. In this section, the synthesis, characterization, electronic and 

acid-basic responsive properties will be discussed. 

4.2.2 Results and discussion 

Synthesis of azulene-functionalized PDI derivatives starts with borylation of azulene at 2- or 

6-position, respectively (Scheme 1). On the one hand, azulene was reacted with 

bis(pinacolato)diboron in the presence of [Ir(OMe)(cod)]2 catalyst to obtain 2-(2-azulenyl)-

4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolane in a yield of 45% (2-borylazulene), while the 1-

borylazulene was also obtained as a byproduct in 8% yield. On the other hand, 6-borylazulene 

was prepared with exclusive regioselectivity. The detailed process is that azulene was reduced 

under sodium dispersion and reacted with methoxypinacolborane in 1,2-dimethoxyethane at -
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40 °C for 2 h, forming a diborylated intermediate. 2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl 

(TEMPO) was then added as an oxidant to the reaction mixture at -40 °C and stirred  about 0.5 

h. This procedure successfully resulted in the selective oxidative monodeborylative 

dearomatization to produce 6-borylazulene as a dark blue solid in 60% yield.41 

 
Scheme 1.  Synthesis of azulene-functionalized PDI derivatives. 

 

1,7-Dibromo-N,N'-bis-(1-ethylpropyl)-perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic diimide (2Br-PDI) 

was synthesized by bromination of perylene bisanhydride.98 Both of 1,7- and 1,6- regioisomers 

were formed and could not be separated by column chromatography. Analytically pure 1,7-

dibromo-PDI was obtained by recrystallization in a mixture of DCM and methanol, at least 

repeated for three times. Its purity can be clearly checked by 1H-NMR (Figure 1). For the 

targets, we adopted a synthetic strategy similar to that reported for the preparation of an 
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azulene-fused tetracene diimide system.50 The Suzuki coupling reaction of 2Br-PDI with 2-

borylazulene in a toluene-water mixture in the presence of Pd(PPh3)4 catalyst and Cs2CO3 

under reflux for 24 h afforded 2-A-PDI in 21% yield. The subsequent oxidation of 2-A-PDI 

with 2,3-dicyno-5,6-dichloro-1,4-benzoquinone (DDQ) at r.t. in DCM afforded 2-A-fused PDI 

in a yield of 40%. Similarly, the Suzuki coupling of 6-borylazulene with 2Br-PDI produced 6-

A-PDI in 25% yield. The oxidation process, however, failed to afford the desired target 6-A-

fused PDI despite many attempts (Table 1). It is very probably due to the fact that the 7-

membered ring is electron-deficient which prevents an oxidative cyclization. 

 

Table 1. The tested reaction conditions for cyclization of 6-A-PDI. 

 Oxidant Solvent Tem. Acid 

1 DDQ DCM -20 oC  

2 DDQ DCM 0 oC  

3 DDQ DCM r.t.  

4 DDQ DCM reflux  

5 DDQ DCM r.t. BF3.OEt2 

6 TEMPO DCM r.t.  

 
Figure 1 1H NMR spectra of 1,7-dibromo-PDI (2Br-PDI, 11) obtained after each 

recrystallization.  
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Figure 2 The UV-Vis spectra of 2-A-PDI (blue), 2-A-fused PDI (pink), 6-A-PDI (green), 

2Br-PDI (red) and azulene (black) at the concentration of 10-5 M in DCM at r.t. The inset 

highlights the very broad peak by magnifying the region from 400 to 700 nm for azulene. 

 

The optical properties of 2-A-PDI, 2-A-fused PDI, 6-A-PDI and references azulene and 2Br-

PDI were investigated by UV-Vis absorption spectra in DCM at r.t. (Figure 2). Azulene shows 

a series of absorption bands in the whole UV region, in which the absorption band around 340 

nm is attributed to the S0 → S2 transition. A very weak absorption band peaked around 580 nm 

corresponds to the S0 → S1 transition (Figure 2, inset).99 2Br-PDI strongly absorbs at 485 nm 

and 525 nm. Compared to reference compounds, the neutral 2-A-PDI exhibits a very broad 

absorption band peaked at 577 nm which is red-shifted. It is very likely due to a combination 

of an ICT from azulene to PDI units and the p-p* transition localized on the PDI core. Its fused 

counterpart 2-A-fused PDI also shows a broad absorption band centered at 535 nm, which is 

blue-shifted compared to 2-A-PDI. One possible reason is that the fused counterpart has an 

enlarged diazulenylcoronene diimide π-system which is distinct from the PDI itself as shown 

in the following theoretical part. In comparison with dinaphthocoronene diimide (diN-PDI, 

Figure 3),100 2-A-fused PDI displays a significant bathochromic shift of the lowest-energy 

absorption band which extends to 675 nm, causing by different electronic properties of azulene 

and naphthalene. 

 

Similarly, 6-A-PDI shows a broad absorption band with a maximum peak at 548 nm (with a 

shoulder at 512 nm), which is blue-shifted with respect to 2-A-PDI, probably caused by 

electronic interactions between the electron-deficient 7-membered ring of azulene and the PDI 
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core. This assumption is consistent with the CV results and also verified by TD-DFT 

calculations.   

  
Figure 3 UV-Vis spectra of diN-PDI (dotted line) in DCM.  

 

 
Figure 4 The spectral evolution of 2-A-PDI at the concentration of 10-5 M in DCM in the 

presence of an acid (TFA) and a base (TEA). 
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Figure 5 The spectral evolution of 2-A-fused PDI at the concentration of 10-5 M in DCM in 

the presence of TFA and TEA. 

 

 
Figure 6 The spectral evolution of 6-A-PDI at the concentration of 10-5 M in DCM in the 

presence of TFA and TEA. 
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It is known that azulene and most of its derivatives can be protonated at the electron-rich five-

membered ring by trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) to form the corresponding azulenium. The optical 

properties of the protonated species were studied in DCM-TFA solution at r.t. As depicted in 

Figure 4, upon addition of TFA to 2-A-PDI solution in DCM, a fast color change from violet 

to light-green was observed. With the increase in the concentration of TFA, the absorption 

intensities around 280 nm and 380 nm decrease gradually, accompanying with a red-shift of 

the absorption band from 380 nm to 390 nm. At the same time, an increase in the absorption 

between 400 nm and 520 nm occurs at the expense of the lowest energy absorption which is 

red-shifted to 600 nm. The absorption bands around 390 nm and 600 nm are attributed to the 

formation of azulenium cations.47, 101 Notably, 2-A-PDI is quite pH-sensitive as demonstrated 

by a drastic change in its absorption spectrum with adding a small amount of TFA (1.9%). 

Moreover, several isosbestic points are observed, suggesting that two interconverting optically 

different species are formed. No further noticeable spectral changes are detected upon the 

addition of 1.9% TFA (V/V) suggesting that the population of azulenium cation was saturated 

under this concentration (0.25 M). More interestingly, 2-A-PDI displays a distinct reversible 

colorimetric pH-response. Neutralization of the acidic solution of 2-A-PDI with 1.9% of TEA 

leads to a complete recovery of its original UV-Vis spectrum. 

 

As illustrated in Figure 5, 2-A-fused PDI exhibits a similar spectral evolution upon 

protonation, but less pronounced as 2-A-PDI. This phenomenon was also observed in 1- and 

3-substituted azulene-based polymers.96, 101 This pH-response process is reversible as well. 

Moreover, 6-A-PDI obviously shows a color change from pink to light-purple, consistent with 

a considerable spectral change in response to TFA (Figure 6). The colorimetric reversibility is 

independent on the connectivity between azulene and PDI which renders such systems 

appealing in the development of sensors. 

 
Figure 7 Structures of 2-A-PDI, 2-A-fused PDI and 6-A-PDI. 
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Figure 8 Frontier molecular orbitals of 2-A-PDI, 2-A-fused PDI and 6-A-PDI. 
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Figure 9 The computed absorption spectra of 2-A-PDI (a), 2-A-fused PDI (b) and 6-A-PDI 

(c) before and after protonation 

 

To characterize and verify the various electronic transitions, TD-DFT calculations were 

performed using the Gaussian 16 package at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. As shown 

in Figure 7, the molecular structures of 2-A-PDI and 6-A-PDI are not planar while 2-A-fused 

PDI is almost coplanar. Figure 8 illustrates some frontier molecular orbitals (MOs) of 2-A-

PDI, 2-A-fused PDI and 6-A-PDI. On the one hand, the LUMO of 2-A-PDI and 6-A-PDI are 

mainly located on PDI core. The calculated ELUMO is -3.24 eV for 2-A-PDI, about 0.17 eV 

higher than 6-A-PDI (-3.41 eV), which is in good agreement with the reported NDI-azulene 

systems, showing that the connection of 7-membered rings of azulene units to the NDI core 

leads to a lower LUMO than the counterpart with a connectivity via 5-membered rings of 

azulene.49, 51 On the other hand, the HOMO of 2-A-PDI is distributed over the azulene and PDI 

core while HOMO of 6-A-PDI is only localized at terminal two azulene units. As for 2-A-

fused PDI, both LUMO and HOMO are completely delocalized over the entire π-extended 

aromatic skeleton.  

 

The calculated vertical electronic transitions for 2-A-PDI, 2-A-fused PDI and 6-A-PDI in 

neutral and protonated states are shown in Figure 9. For three compounds, the calculated 
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energies and oscillator strengths at wavelengths below 450 nm corresponding to π-π* 

transitions localized on PDI and azulene units compare well with their absorption spectra. In 

the low energy region, a transition with low oscillator strength is found around 700 nm which 

is attributed to the S0 → S1 excitation dominated by electron transfer from HOMO → LUMO 

(76% for 2-A-PDI, 93% for 2-A-fused PDI and 98% for 6-A-PDI). The next largest oscillator 

strength belongs to the transition at 600 nm for 2-A-PDI, 500 nm for 2-A-fused PDI and 570 

nm for 6-A-PDI, respectively. It is dominated by a one-electron HOMO-2 →  LUMO 

promotion (75% for 2-A-PDI, 59% for 2-A-fused PDI and 97% for 6-A-PDI). As a result, 2-

A-PDI exhibits an ICT character as electron density is moved from the azulene units to the 

PDI core, but not for 2-A-fused PDI and 6-A-PDI. The calculated energies and oscillator 

strengths of these transitions compare fairly well with the broad absorption band peaked at 577 

nm for 2-A-PDI, 535 nm for 2-A-fused PDI and 548 nm for 6-A-PDI. The calculated HOMO-

LUMO gap amounts to 2.19 eV for 2-A-PDI, 2.12 eV for 2-A-fused PDI and 2.08 eV for 6-

A-PDI. After protonation, the calculated vertical electronic transitions for 2-A-PDI, 2-A-fused 

PDI and 6-A-PDI are read-shifted compared to neutral states leading by the formation of 

azulenium cation. 

 
Figure 10 Cyclic voltammograms of azulene, PDI, 2-A-PDI, 2-A-fused PDI and 6-A-PDI 

were measured in DCM, containing 0.1 M TBAPF6 as the supporting electrolyte at r.t., Pt 

working electrode, Ag/AgCl reference electrode at the scan rate of 100 mV s-1. EHOMO = -e 

(𝐸$()=>?, + 4.3), ELUMO =-e (𝐸!"#)=>?, + 4.3), 𝐸$()=>?, = the onset oxidation potential, 𝐸!"#)=>?, = the 

onset reduction potential, EHOMO = ELUMO − Eg, optical gap = 1240/𝜆𝑜n𝑠𝑒𝑡. λonset represents the 

absorption edge wavelength obtained from the offset wavelength, derived and extrapolated 

from the lowest-energy absorption band.102, 103 Fc/Fc+ is 0.5 V relative to Ag/AgCl in DCM. 
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Table 2 Electrochemical data. Redox potentials [V] vs. Ag/AgCl in DCM. 

 
 

The electrochemical properties of targets and references were investigated by the cyclic 

voltammetry at r.t. in DCM (Figure 10). The reference azulene underwent an oxidation process 

at 1.19 V while 2Br-PDI experienced two reversible reductions at -0.47 V and -0.67 V, 

respectively. As expected, 2-A-PDI has one anodic peak (1.19 V) for the oxidation of the 

azulene core and the two reversible reduction peaks (-0.55 V and -0.72 V) corresponding to 

the reduction processes of the PDI moiety. The reduction potentials are negatively shifted 

compared to those of 2Br-PDI while they are slightly positive-shifted with respect to those of 

the PDI itself (-0.60V and -0.79 V).104 These results are ascribed to stronger electron-

withdrawing ability of bromo groups and extended π-conjugation between azulene and PDI 

core, respectively. 2-A-fused PDI shows one oxidation wave at 1.32 V and two reversible 

reduction processes at -0.46 V and -0.71 V, respectively. In comparison to 2-A-PDI, both 

oxidation and reduction potentials are positively shifted, indicative of an enhanced π-electron 

withdrawing ability of coronene core due to cyclization between 5-membered ring of azulene 

and PDI. Both HOMO and LUMO are stabilized by the π-extended conjugation through the 

coronene diimide and azulene units. Besides, 2-A-PDI has a higher LUMO than 2Br-PDI (-

3.90 eV), which is attributed to the electron donating ability of azulene. 6-A-PDI has one 

oxidation potential of 1.26 V and two reversible reduction potentials of -0.53 V and -0.71 V. 

In contrast to 2-A-PDI, the oxidation potential is positively shifted due to an increased electron-

withdrawing effect of 7-memberd ring of azulene caused by a direct connection to the electron-

deficient PDI core. As expected, reduction potentials are negligibly dependent on connectivity 

due to nonplanarity between the PDI and azulene units that impedes the electronic interactions 

between them as previously reported in the literature. As a result, the LUMO energy level for 

6-A-PDI (-3.84 eV) is almost same as that for 2-A-PDI (-3.81 eV). The trend is agreement 

with DFT calculations. The HOMO energy levels are -5.36 eV and -5.44 eV for 2-A-PDI and 

6-A-PDI, respectively. Their electrochemical HOMO-LUMO band gap are 1.55 eV and 1.60 
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eV, respectively, which are in good agreement with their optical band gaps (1.90 eV and 2.07 

eV). Additionally, 2-A-fused PDI has a much lower HOMO-LUMO band gap (1.53 eV vs 

2.18 eV) and a lower LUMO energy (-3.90 eV vs -3.72 eV) with respect to diN-PDI.100 

4.2.3 Conclusions and outlook 

A series of azulene-PDI conjugates through different connectivities have been synthesized 

successfully, namely 2-A-PDI, 2-A fused PDI and 6-A-PDI. The UV-Vis spectra of 2-A-PDI 

and 6-A-PDI show sizable electronic interactions between the azulene and PDI as verified by 

TD-DFT calculations. The CV results show that 6-A-PDI has a higher oxidation potential than 

2-A-PDI albeit similar reduction potentials. All these conjugates exhibit reversible 

colorimetric pH-response in the presence of an acid (TFA) and a base (TEA). The UV and CV 

results suggest that HOMO-LUMO gaps of azulene-PDI conjugates can be tuned by changing 

the connectivity between these two units which renders them promising in the field of organic 

transistors. 

4.2.4 Experimental part 

The related chemicals, solvents and the conditions of cyclic voltammetry are given in Appendix 

A.1. 

2-borylazulene (9). A dried flask was charged with [Ir(OMe)(cod)]2 

(33 mg, 50 μmol), 4,4’-di-tert-butyl-2,2’-bipyridyl (26.8 mg, 100 

μmol), azulene (564 mg, 4.4 mmol), bis(pinacolato)diboron (508 mg, 

2.0 mmol), and cyclohexane (6.0 mL). After stirring at 110 °C for 12 h, the solvent was 

removed under reduced pressure. The residue was subjected to column chromatography on 

silica gel with heptane/EtOAc (v/v = 20/1) as an eluent to afford the 2-(4,4,5,5-teramethyl-

1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-yl)azulene (229 mg, 45%) as a blue solid.. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) 

δ 8.35 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 2H), 7.76 (s, 2H), 7.58 (t, J = 9.9 Hz, 1H), 7.11 (t, J = 9.8 Hz, 2H), 1.40 

(s, 12H). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ 140.84, 138.90, 138.33, 125.23, 122.88, 83.89, 25.08. 

 

6-borylazulene (10). A 20-mL Schlenk tube was charged with 

azulene (0.13 g, 1.0 mmol), MeOBpin (1.0 mL, 6.0 mmol), and DME 

(4.0 mL). Na dispersion (0.25 mL, 2.5 mmol) was dropwise added 

over 30 s.  The resulting solution was stirred at -40 °C for 2 h. TEMPO (0.39 g, 2.5 mmol) was 

added, and the reaction mixture was stirred for 30 min. After addition of saturated aqueous 
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NH4Cl (0.5 mL) and H2O (5 mL), the resulting biphasic solution was extracted with EtOAc 

(15 mL × 3). The combined organic layer was washed with brine, dried over Na2SO4, and 

concentrated under reduced pressure. The residue was purified by column chromatography on 

silica gel with an eluent (hexane/EtOAc = 100/1) to provide 6-Bpin-azulene (0.18 g, 69%) as 

a dark blue solid. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.37 (d, J = 9.7 Hz, 2H), 7.97 (t, J = 3.7 Hz, 

1H), 7.73 (d, J = 9.7 Hz, 2H), 7.39 (d, J = 3.7 Hz, 2H), 1.40 (s, 12H). 13C NMR (75 MHz, 

CDCl3) δ 141.48, 138.68, 135.72, 128.70, 117.70, 84.70, 25.08. HR-MS calcd for M 254.1478, 

found 254.1473. 

 

 2-A-PDI (12). 2Br-PDI (103 mg, 0.15 mmol), 2-(4,4,5,5-

teramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-yl)azulene (114 mg, 0.45 

mmol), Cs2CO3 (293 mg, 0.9 mmol), and Pd(PPh3)4 (69 mg, 

0.06 mmol) were added to a three-necked flask (100 mL) 

and flushed with N2. The toluene/H2O (20 mL/10 mL) was 

added into the flask and refluxed under N2 for 24h. The 

reaction was quenched with aqueous 2M HCl (0.6 mL), 

extracted with toluene, washed with water and brine, and 

dried over Na2SO4. The obtained crude product was purified by silica gel column 

chromatography (25 mg, 21%). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 8.78 (s, 2H), 8.34 (d, J = 9.4 

Hz, 4H), 7.97 (s, 4H), 7.64 (t, J = 10.1 Hz, 2H), 7.59 (s, 4H), 7.24 (t, J = 9.8 Hz, 4H), 5.06 – 

4.95 (m, 2H), 2.31 – 2.14 (m, 4H), 1.96 – 1.81 (m, 4H), 0.89 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 12H).HR- MS (ESI, 

positive): m/z calcd for [M+H]+ 783.3217, found 783.3207. 

 

2-A-fused-PDI (13). 2,3-dicyano-5,6-dichloro-1,4-

benzoquinone (DDQ, 36 mg, 0.16 mmol) was added into a 

solution of 2-A-PDI (31 mg, 0.04 mmol) in DCM (20 mL) at 

r.t. and stirred for 3 h. The mixture was directly purified by 

column chromatography on neutral alumina with the eluent 

of DCM with a yield of 40% (12 mg). 1H NMR (300 MHz, 

CD2Cl2) δ 8.76 (s, 1H), 8.68 (s, 1H), 8.56 (d, J = 9.6 Hz, 2H), 

8.42 (t, J = 9.9 Hz, 2H), 8.13 (t, J = 7.9 Hz, 2H), 7.95 (s, 1H), 

7.89 (s, 1H), 7.77 (t, J = 9.3 Hz, 2H), 7.36 (t, J = 9.8 Hz, 2H), 7.31 – 7.21 (m, 2H), 5.04 – 4.93 

(m, 2H), 2.27 – 2.11 (m, 4H), 1.91 – 1.78 (m, 4H), 0.86 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 12H). HR-MS (ESI, 

positive): m/z calcd for [M+H]+ 779.2904, found 779.2888. 
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6-A-PDI (14). 2Br-PDI (172 mg, 0.25 mmol), 2-

(4,4,5,5-teramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-yl)azulene 

( 254 mg,1 mmol), Cs2CO3 (489 mg, 1.5 mmol), and Pd 

(PPh3)4 (116 mg, 0.1 mmol) were added to a three-necked 

flask (100 mL) and flushed with N2. The toluene/H2O (34 

mL/17 mL) was added into flask and heated at reflux 

under N2 for 24 h. The reaction was quenched with 

aqueous 2M HCl (1 mL), extracted with toluene, washed 

with water and brine, and dried over Na2SO4. The obtained crude product was purified by 

column chromatography on silica gel with pure DCM as eluent (25 mg, 21%). 1H NMR (300 

MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 8.71 (s, 2H), 8.45 (d, J = 10.0 Hz, 4H), 8.05 – 7.99 (m, 4H), 7.90 (d, J = 8.2 

Hz, 2H), 7.52 – 7.47 (m, 8H), 5.02 – 4.94 (m, 2H), 2.25 – 2.12 (m, 4H), 1.94 – 1.80 (m, 4H), 

0.88 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 12H). HR-MS (ESI, positive): m/z calcd for [M+H]+ 783.3217, found 

783.3203.  
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5. Through-space ICT in benzothiadiazole (BTD)-PCP-TTF 

conjugates 
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5.1 Introduction 

As aforementioned, we have designed and investigated through-bond ICT interactions in both 

flexible and compact fused D-A ensembles. In this section, we will move on exploration of 

through-space ICT interactions. As we have already discussed in Section 1, 

[2,2]paracyclophane (PCP) consists of face-to-face stacked benzene rings with an average ring-

to-ring distance of 3.09 Å and linking by diethylene groups, leading to a rigid structure and 

good conformational stability. Because of its special structure, PCP and its derivatives have 

been investigated in the optoelectronic devices. A limited number of PCP-based D-A molecules 

have been explored in recent years. Except for systems of Types A-C, other types of PCP-based 

ensembles have also been studied, including conjugated polymers,105, 106 helical structures,107, 

108 molecular wires as a mimic of the DNA,109 and so on. 

 

Such D-A systems can exhibit through-space electronic interactions between a donor and an 

acceptor linked through a rigid PCP bridge and the lifetime of the resulting CS state can be 

modulated by the way how D and A units are connected to the PCP core.110-112 Although an 

extensive investigation on through-bond ICT interactions in TTF-based D-A systems has been 

reported, none of examples of through-space ICT interactions have been discussed yet. 

Therefore, based on our experience on synthesis of TTF and 2,1,3-benzothiadizole (BTD), we 

have designed two TTF-PCP-BTD triads, in which TTF and BTD introduce into pseudo-para 

positions of PCP directly or by triple bonds, namely BTD-PCP-TTF-s and BTD-PCP-TTF-tri. 

In this section, we will discuss about their synthesis, characterization, optical and 

electrochemical properties, as well as about the effect of different linkers on CT dynamics by 

transient absorption spectroscopy. 

 

5.2 Results and discussion 

 

As illustrated in Scheme 1, our synthetic approach is divided to different sections. The first step 

is to synthesize TTF precursor (15) by a phosphite-mediated cross coupling reaction of 4,5-bis-

(propylthio)-1,3-dithiole-2-one with 1,3-dithiole-2-thione.113 Next,  the precursor 15 was 

treated with perfluorohexyl iodide in the presence of n-BuLi to obtain TTF-I in a yield of 46% 

by using a convenient method for iodination.114, 115 Suzuki cross-coupling of the pseudo-para 

dibromo[2,2]PCP and 4-(4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-

yl)benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole116 in the presence of Pd(dppf)Cl2  catalyst and base K3PO4 
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produced an intermediate BTD-PCP-s in 49% yield. It was further transformed to BTD-PCP-

Bpin in a yield of 51% by the subsequent reaction with bis(pinacolato)diborane. A reaction of 

TTF-I with BTD-PCP-Bpin led to the formation of BTD-PCP-TTF-s as a light-yellow powder 

in 66% yield, in which the PCP core is substituted with a TTF as an electron D unit and a BTD 

as an electron A unit at the pseudo-para direction.  

 
Scheme 1. Synthetic routes for the target compound BTD-PCP-TTF-s and the reference 

compounds TTF and BTD-PCP-s.  

 

 
Scheme 2. Synthetic routes for BTD-PCP-TTF-tri and the reference compound BTD-PCP-

tri. 
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In general, the synthesis of BTD-PCP-TTF-tri was based on Sonogashira coupling reaction as 

follows : Pd(PPh3)2Cl2 as a catalyst, CuI as a co-catalyst, triethylamine as a base and THF as a 

solvent. Dibromo[2,2]paracyclophane was treated with 2-methyl-3-butyn-2-ol under reflux for 

2 days to obtain Br-PCP-tri-OH (22) in 34% yield, which was reacted with (triisopropylsilyl)-

acetylene to obtain TIPS-PCP-tri-OH (23). After deprotection of TIPS-PCP-tri-OH (23) under 

NaOH condition, TIPS-PCP-tri (24) was almost quantitatively obtained, which underwent the 

Sonogashira coupling with Br-BTD to obtain TIPS-PCP-BTD (25) in a yield of 24%. The 

subsequent desilylation in the presence of TBAF led to the formation of the BTD-PCP-tri in a 

quantitative yield. Sonogashira coupling of TTF-I with BTD-PCP-tri afforded the final 

product BTD-PCP-TTF-tri as a deep yellow powder in 50% yield. 

 
Figure 1 UV-Vis spectra of BTD-PCP-TTF-s (red), BTD-PCP-TTF-tri (pink) and reference 

compounds 2,1,3-benzothiadiazole (BTD, black), [2,2]paracyclophane (PCP, purple), TTF 

(blue), BTD-PCP-s (yellow) and BTD-PCP-tri (green) at r.t. in DCM (c = 10-5 M). 

 

The UV-Vis spectra of a series of molecules were investigated at the concentration of 10-5 M 

in DCM at r.t. (Figure 1). Compared to reference compounds BTD, PCP and TTF, BTD-PCP-

s and BTD-PCP-tri show a new absorption band at 370 and 383 nm, respectively, 

corresponding to an ICT from the PCP unit to the BTD moiety. The red shift of this lowest-

energy absorption band and the appearance of a strong band around 270 nm in BTD-PCP-tri 

with respect to BTD-PCP-s are attributed to the extended π-conjugation via triple bonds 

between PCP and BTD. For BTD-PCP-TTF-s and BTD-PCP-TTF-tri, there is a strong 

absorption around 230 nm caused by the PCP unit. The broad absorption bands ranging from 

250 to 350 nm are mainly assigned to π-π* transitions localized on BTD and TTF units. 

Remarkably, the incorporation of a TTF unit to BTD-PCP-s and BTD-PCP-tri not only leads 
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to a significant red-shift of the lowest-energy absorption band with the maximum peak at 370 

and 388 nm, respectively, but also with the enhanced absorption coefficients. These results are 

very likely because of a mixture of a through-space ICT from the TTF to the BTD units and a 

through-bond ICT from the PCP to the BTD units. It seems that the through-space interaction 

between the TTF and the BDT units is weak as it only contributes to a long tail of the lowest-

energy absorption band with a relative low absorption coefficient. 

 
Figure 2 Variation of UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra of BTD-PCP-TTF-s (a) and BTD-PCP-

TTF-tri (b) in DCM upon successive addition of aliquots of NOSbF6 at room temperature at 

the concentration of 10-5 M. 

 

Intramolecular electronic interactions in BTD-PCP-TTF-s and BTD-PCP-TTF-tri have been 

explored by UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy. A chemical oxidation of two compounds was carried 

out by successive addition of NOSbF6 aliquots at room temperature in DCM. As depicted in 

Figure 2, in both cases, a progressive reduction of a series of absorption bands ranging from 

200 nm to 415 nm is accompanied with a concomitant emergence of two new absorption bands 

around 460 nm and 800 nm which reach their maximum values upon addition of 4 equiv. of 

NOSbF6. These new transitions are characteristic of the TTF radical cation species TTF•+. 

Several isosbestic points are observed, indicating that two interconverting optically different 

species are formed. 

 

The fluorescence emission spectra of BTD-PCP-TTF systems together with the reference 

compounds were explored at 5 ´ 10-6 M at r.t. in DCM (Figure 3a). There is no emission of 

TTF and weak emissions of PCP and BTD. When BTD-PCP-s was excited at 370 nm, 

relatively broad CT emission was observed at 480 nm. When BTD-PCP-tri was excited at 383 

nm, relatively strong CT emission was observed at 488 nm. This slight red-shift is very probably 
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due to the extended π-conjugation of BTD-PCP-tri. As expected, the BTD-PCP-TTF-s and 

BTD-PCP-TTF-tri are nonfluorescent due to the electron-donating effect of the TTF unit. 

These results clearly suggest that efficient through-bond CT occurs from the TTF to the PCP 

units in both cases. As shown in Figure 3b, upon addition of NOSbF6 (4 eq.) the ICT emission 

of BTD-PCP-TTF-tri partially restored whereas there is negligible emission of BTD-PCP-

TTF-s. This observation can be attributed to the better overlapping of the absorption band of 

TTF•+ with the ICT emission band of BTD-PCP-s related to BTD-PCP-tri. 

 
Figure 3 a) Fluorescent emission spectra of BTD-PCP-TTF-s (red, lex = 370 nm), BTD-PCP-

TTF-tri (pink, lex = 388 nm) and reference compounds BTD (black, lex = 305 nm); PCP 

(purple, lex = 230 nm), TTF (blue, lex = 325 nm), BTD-PCP-s (yellow, lex = 365 nm) and 

BTD-PCP-tri (green, lex = 383 nm) recorded in DCM at room temperature and concentrations 

are 5´10-6 M. b) Fluorescent emission spectra of BTD-PCP-TTF-s (grey, lex = 370 nm) and  

BTD-PCP-TTF-tri (brown, lex = 388 nm) upon addition of NOSbF6 (4 eq.) at room 

temperature at the concentration of 5´10-6 M. 

Figure 4 Cyclic voltammograms of BTD-PCP-TTF-s (red), BTD-PCP-TTF-tri (pink) and 

reference compounds BTD（black）, PCP (purple), TTF (blue), BTD-PCP-s (yellow) and 
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BTD-PCP-tri (green) were measured in DCM, containing 0.1 M TBAPF6 as the supporting 

electrolyte at r.t., Pt working electrode and Ag/AgCl reference electrode at the scan rate of 100 

mV s-1.  

 

Table 1 Electrochemical data. Redox potentials [V] vs. Ag/AgCl in DCM. 

 
ELUMO = -e (𝐸!"#$%&"'+ 4.3), EHOMO = -e (𝐸$($%&"'+ 4.3), 𝐸!"#$%&"'	= the onset reduction potential,  

𝐸)*$%&"'	= the onset oxidation potential, EHOMO = ELUMO − Eg, Fc/Fc+ is 0.5 V relative to Ag/AgCl 

in DCM. 

 

The electrochemical properties of BTD-PCP-TTF-s, BTD-PCP-TTF-tri and reference 

compounds BTD, PCP, TTF, BTD-PCP-s and BTD-PCP-tri were further investigated by 

cyclic voltammetry (Figure 4 and Table 1). BTD-PCP-s has a reduction potential of -1.52 eV 

similar to the reference BTD (-1.54 V), indicative of a negligible electronic interaction between 

the PCP and the BTD units. BTD-PCP-tri shows one reversible wave at -1.36 V, which is 

positive-shifted compared to BTD, due to the electron-withdrawing effect of triple bonds.  

TTF-PCP-BTD-s undergoes two reversible oxidation processes at 0.48 and 0.91 V, which are 

assigned to TTF radical cation and dication states. It has one reduction process at -1.49 V, 

corresponding to the reduction of the BDT unit. All these redox potentials are comparable to 

those of reference compounds TTF, BTD and BTD-PCP-s. In contrast, TTF-PCP-BTD-tri 

has two oxidation potentials of 0.56 and 0.96 V that are positive-shifted with respect to the 

reference TTF, because of the electron-withdrawing effect of the triple bond. Its reduction 

potential of -1.32 V is however almost same as that of BTD-PCP-tri. Clearly, the through-

space interactions between the TTF and the BTD units are much weaker than the through-bond 

interactions between the BTD and the PCP moieties, which is consistent with observations in 

UV-Vis spectroscopy measurements. 
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5.3 Conclusions and outlook 

 

Two BTD-PCP-TTF molecules, namely BTD-PCP-TTF-s and BTD-PCP-TTF-tri have been 

synthesized successfully, in which the TTF and BTD units are introduced into pseudo-para 

positions of the PCP moiety directly or by triple bonds. In both cases, a strong through-bond 

ICT transition between the PCP and BTD moieties and a weak through-space ICT transition 

from the TTF to the BTD has been demonstrated by UV-Vis absorption spectra, fluorescence 

spectra and cyclic voltammetry. However, both of triads show shorter lifetime compared to 

fused TTF-BTD dyads. ICT dynamics will be discussed later in detail. 

 

5.4 Experimental part 

 

The related chemical, solvent, devices and the conditions of cyclic voltammetry can check 

Appendix A.1. 

 

TTF (15). The literature procedure113 was modified as follows. 

Triethylphosphite (30 mL) was added slowly to a solution of 4,5-

bis(propylthio)-1,3-dithiole-2-one (1.33 g, 5 mmol) and vinylene trithiocarbonate (1.34 g, 10 

mmol) in toluene (20 mL) under N2. The mixture was heated to 120 °C and stirred for 3 h. 

After the solvent was removed under vacuum, the resulting oily red residue was subjected to 

chromatography (silica gel, heptan/EtOAc (10/1, v/v)) to give compound TTF precusor as a 

yellow oily liquid (600 mg, 34%). 1H NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 6.77 (s, 2H), 2.83 (t, J = 

7.0 Hz, 4H), 1.64 – 1.52 (m, 4H), 0.96 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 6H) 

 

TTF-I (16).  The literature procedure117 was modified as follows. 

To a stirred solution of the TTF precursor (988 mg, 2.8 mmol) in 

dry argon-flushed THF (100 mL) kept at -78 °C, was dropwise 

added a solution of n-BuLi (1.35 mL, 3.36 mmol) in hexane over the course of 10 min. The 

resulting dark red reaction mixture was stirred at -78 °C for 3 h. A solution of 

perfluorohexyliodide (1.2 mL, 5.6 mmol) in THF (10 mL) was added dropwise over the course 

of 10 min. The resulting orange solution was stirred at -78 °C overnight and then allowed to 

slowly reach r.t. It was then diluted with diethyl ether (100 mL) and washed with water (50 

mL) and brine (50 mL). The combined aqueous phase was extracted with diethyl ether (100 
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mL). The combined organic phase was collected, dried over NaSO4, filtered and concentrated 

in vacuum. The resulting dark yellow residue was purified by column chromatography (SiO2 
pre-treated with a 2% solution of Et3N, 5% DCM/ heptan), which gave TTF-I precursor (620 

mg, 46%) as a dark orange oil. 1H NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 7.02 (s, 1H), 2.83 (t, J = 7.0 

Hz, 4H), 1.63 – 1.51 (m, 4H), 0.98 - 0.93 (m, 6H). 

 

4,16-dibromo-[2,2]paracyclophane (18). To iron powder (24.2 mg, 0.43 

mmol) was added a solution (5 mL) of bromine (1.03 mL, 3.2 g, 20 mmol) 

in DCM (8 mL). After stirring for 1 h, the reaction mixture was diluted with 

DCM (100 mL) and [2,2]paracyclophane (2.0 g, 9.6 mmol) were added. The mixture was 

stirred for further 30 min, followed by dropwise addition of the residual bromine solution over 

5 h. The resultant mixture was stirred for 3 d. Then a sat. aqueous solution of Na2SO3 was 

added to the reaction mixture, which was stirred until decoloration occurred (1 h). The organic 

phase was filtered and evaporated to afford the product without further purification. The 

product (1.05 g, 28%) was obtained as a white solid. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.17 - 7.11 

(m, 2H), 6.51 (d, J = 1.6 Hz, 2H), 6.44 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H), 3.54 - 3.45 (m, 2H), 3.21 – 3.11 (m, 

2H), 2.99 – 2.90 (m, 2H), 2.89 – 2.79 (m, 2H). 

 

BTD-PCP-s (19). An oven-dried Schlenk tube containing a stir bar was 

charged with dibromo-paracyclophane (280 mg, 0.77 mmol), 4-(4,4,5,5-

tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-yl)benzo[c][1,2,5] thiadiazole (BTD-

Bpin) (300 mg, 1.15 mmol), Pd(dppf)Cl2 (22.5 mg, 0.031 mmol) and 

K3PO4 (490 mg, 2.31 mmol). After degassing for 30 min with nitrogen, freshly distilled toluene 

(10 mL) was injected. The reaction mixture was vigorously stirred at 115 °C for 24 h. After 

cooling down to r.t., toluene (10 mL) was added and the mixture was hydrolyzed with NaOH 

(1M, 10 mL). This was followed by phase separation and extraction of the aqueous phase with 

EtOAc (3 × 25 mL). The collected organic layer was dried over MgSO4 and concentrated in 

vacuo. The crude product was purified by flash chromatography on silica gel using a mixture 

of DCM and heptan (1/1) as an eluent to afford a light-yellow solid product (159 mg, 49%). 1H 

NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 8.05 – 8.02 (m, 1H), 7.82 – 7.72 (m, 2H), 7.25 – 7.21 (m, 1H), 

6.88 (d, J = 1.9 Hz, 1H), 6.75 – 6.64 (m, 3H), 6.58 - 6.54 (m, 1H), 3.60 - 3.51 (m, 1H), 3.34 – 

3.25 (m, 1H), 3.15 – 2.94 (m, 3H), 2.89 – 2.61 (m, 3H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 155.94, 

154.47, 142.67, 140.10, 139.62, 139.57, 137.97, 137.78, 135.55, 135.10, 135.08, 133.22, 

130.25, 130.14, 129.87, 129.51, 126.94, 120.94, 36.11, 34.97, 34.90, 33.81, 30.26. 
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BTD-PCP-Bpin (20). To a round-bottom flask (50 mL) were 

added BTD-PCP-s (166 mg, 0.4 mmol), bis(pinacolato)diboron 

(304 mg, 1.2 mmol), anhydrous KOAc (196 mg, 2 mmol), 

Pd(dppf)Cl2 (30 mg, 0.04 mmol) and dry DMF (15 mL, degassed 

for 15 min). The flask was sealed and heated at 150 °C for 36 hours. After the solvent was 

removed under reduced pressure, the residue was purified by column chromatography on silica 

gel with hexane/DCMas an eluent (v/v, 1:2) to give pure BTD-PCP-Bpin (96 mg, 51%) with 

a light-yellow color. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.05 - 8.02 (m, 1H), 7.81 – 7.73 (m, 2H), 

7.16 (d, J = 2.0 Hz, 1H), 6.83 (d, J = 1.9 Hz, 1H), 6.72 – 6.62 (m, 3H), 6.50 – 6.46 (m, 1H), 

4.08 – 4.00 (m, 1H), 3.18 – 2.96 (m, 4H), 2.87 – 2.69 (m, 3H), 1.43 (d, J = 3.8 Hz, 12H). 13C 

NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ 155.37, 154.13, 147.50, 140.70, 140.07, 139.35, 138.72, 136.89, 

135.60, 134.80, 134.10, 133.49, 132.27, 132.01, 129.84, 129.15, 120.45, 83.43, 39.12, 35.90, 

35.59, 35.57, 35.11, 34.58, 34.27, 32.86, 32.03, 29.85, 29.64, 29.17, 28.10, 26.58, 26.47, 25.32, 

25.16, 24.92, 23.11, 23.05, 22.84, 22.80, 20.30, 19.31, 14.55, 14.25, 11.54, 11.09. HR-MS (ESI, 

positive): m/z calcd for [C28H29O2N2BS+H]+: 469.2116; found: 469.2121. 

 

BTD-PCP-TTF-s (21). To a round-bottom flask (250 

mL) was added BTD-PCP-Bpin (47 mg, 0.1 mmol), 

THF (80 mL) and H2O (8 mL), and then potassium 

hydrate (73 mg, 1.3 mmol) and Pd(PPh3)4 (18 mg, 

0.015 mmol). Compound TTF-I (96 mg, 0.2 mmol) was dropwise added over 30 min. The 

reaction mixture was stirred at 75 °C for 36 hours under N2. After cooling to r.t., all solvents 

were removed under vacuum and the residue was purified by column chromatography on silica 

gel with hexane/DCM(v/v, 1:2) as an eluent to give pure BTD-PCP-TTF-S (46 mg, 66%) with 

a yellow powder.1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 8.06 – 8.03 (m, 1H), 7.83 – 7.73 (m, 2H), 6.95 

(d, J = 1.9 Hz, 1H), 6.84 – 6.77 (m, 2H), 6.65 – 6.56 (m, 3H), 6.33 (s, 1H), 3.73 – 3.67 (m, 1H), 

3.20 – 3.02 (m, 4H), 2.94 – 2.81 (m, 5H), 2.79 – 2.73 (m, 1H), 2.70 – 2.61 (m, 1H), 1.76 – 1.63 

(m, 4H), 1.04 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 156.00, 154.51, 141.16, 

140.19, 139.70, 138.68, 137.80, 136.56, 136.00, 135.46, 135.00, 133.47, 133.32, 133.19, 

131.74, 131.34, 130.27, 129.91, 128.62, 128.51, 120.97, 115.95, 114.80, 106.78, 38.82, 35.36, 

35.05, 34.85, 34.57, 30.26, 23.78, 13.49. HR-MS (ESI, positive): m/z calcd for [C34H32N2S7]: 

692.0605; found: 692.0614. 
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22. A mixture of 4,16-dibromo[2,2]paracyclophane (1.6 g, 4.4 mmol), 

2-methyl-3-butyn-2-ol (0.82 mL), Pd(PPh3)2Cl2 (0.31 g, 0.44 mmol), 

PPh3 (0.23 g, 0.88 mmol), and CuI (0.09 g, 0.44 mmol) in THF-NEt3 

(49 mL, v/v = 5:2) was stirred at 75 °C for 3 days under a nitrogen 

atmosphere. The resulting precipitate was filtered off and the filtrate was evaporated under 

vacuum. The residue was subjected to column chromatography (silica gel, heptan/EtOAc (4/1, 

v/v)) to give compound 2 (0.55 g, 34%) as a light-yellow powder.  
1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.15 – 7.12 (m, 1H), 6.97 – 6.94 (m, 1H), 6.51 – 6.40 (m, 4H), 

3.59 – 3.43 (m, 2H), 3.20 – 3.09 (m, 2H), 3.02 – 2.91 (m, 2H), 2.89 – 2.78 (m, 2H), 1.82 (s, 

1H), 1.72 (d, J = 2.8 Hz, 6H).13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ 141.91, 141.44, 139.34, 138.91, 

137.50, 137.34, 134.44, 133.04, 129.34, 129.13, 126.82, 124.40, 97.46, 82.46, 65.97, 35.54, 

34.10, 33.65, 33.20, 31.89, 31.84. 

 

23. A mixture of 2 (150 mg, 0.41 mmol), triisopropylsilyl-

acetylene (0.37 mL, 1.64 mmol), Pd(PPh3)2Cl2 (29 mg, 0.041 

mmol), PPh3 (222 mg, 0.082 mmol), and CuI (8 mg, 0.041 mmol) 

in THF-NEt3 (21 mL, v/v = 5:2) was stirred at 75 °C for 2 days 

under a nitrogen atmosphere. The resulting precipitate was filtered off, and the filtrate was 

evaporated under vacuum. The residue was subjected to column chromatography (silica gel, 

heptan/EtOAc (4/1, v/v)) to give compound 3 (87 mg, 45%) as a light-yellow powder. 1H NMR 

(300 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 7.05 – 7.02 (m, 1H), 6.96 – 6.93 (m, 1H), 6.52 – 6.41 (m, 4H), 

3.67 – 3.49 (m, 2H), 3.22 – 2.79 (m, 6H), 1.95 (s, 1H), 1.71 (d, J = 3.1 Hz, 6H), 1.20 (s, 21H).  
13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ 142.50, 142.19, 139.52, 139.44, 138.06, 137.42, 133.22, 133.09, 

130.23, 130.16, 125.21, 124.17, 107.48, 97.37, 93.81, 82.56, 65.96, 34.18, 34.14, 33.84, 33.81, 

31.89, 31.84, 18.96, 18.94, 11.65. 

 

24. A standard Schlenk line was set up with compound 3 (94 mg, 

0.2 mmol) and powder NaOH (56 mg, 1.4 mmol). After the 

addition of toluene (20 mL), the mixture was stirred at 115 °C 

overnight. Water was added to quench the reaction. The aqueous 

layer was extracted with DCM and the organic phase was washed by water. The combined 

organic phase was collected, and the solvents were removed under reduced pressure, and dried 

in vacuo to give 4 (79 mg, 90%). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.01 – 6.96 (m, 1H), 6.93 – 

6.87 (m, 1H), 6.49 – 6.43 (m, 2H), 6.39 – 6.31 (m, 2H), 3.62 – 3.43 (m, 2H), 3.19 (s, 1H), 3.16 
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– 3.05 (m, 2H), 2.96 – 2.71 (m, 4H), 1.12 (s, 21H). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ 142.82, 

142.50, 139.62, 139.56, 138.08, 138.03, 133.29, 133.23, 130.70, 130.34, 125.17, 123.66, 

107.48, 93.81, 84.08, 80.34, 34.17, 33.97, 33.79, 18.97, 18.95, 11.66. 

 

25. A mixture of 4 (50 mg, 0.12 mmol), 4-

bromobenzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole (77 mg, 0.36 mmol), 

Pd(PPh3)2Cl2 (8.4 mg, 0.012 mmol), PPh3 (6.3 mg, 0.024 

mmol), and CuI (2.3 mg, 0.012 mmol) in THF NEt3 (16 mL, 

v/v = 5:2) was stirred at 75 °C for 24 h under a nitrogen 

atmosphere. The mixture was filtered off, and the filtrate was evaporated under vacuum. The 

residue was subjected to column chromatography (silica gel, heptan/EtOAc (2/1, v/v)) to give 

compound 5 (80 mg, 24%) as a bright yellow powder. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.05 – 

7.98 (m, 1H), 7.84 – 7.77 (m, 1H), 7.67 – 7.58 (m, 1H), 7.17 – 7.09 (m, 2H), 6.69 (d, J = 1.7 

Hz, 1H), 6.58 (d, J = 1.8 Hz, 1H), 6.53 – 6.48 (m, 2H), 3.95 – 3.84 (m, 1H), 3.72 – 3.61 (m, 

1H), 3.47 – 3.34 (m, 1H), 3.29 – 3.17 (m, 1H), 3.10 – 2.84 (m, 4H), 1.21 (s, 21H). 13C NMR 

(75 MHz, CDCl3) δ 155.19, 154.91, 143.17, 142.49, 139.77, 139.74, 138.17, 137.56, 133.44, 

133.20, 131.92, 130.91, 130.75, 129.42, 125.19, 124.28, 121.64, 117.96, 107.58, 96.57, 93.83, 

88.90, 34.41, 34.21, 33.93, 33.86, 18.98, 18.96, 11.67. HR-MS (ESI, positive): m/z calcd for 

[C35H38N2SSi+H]+: 547.2598; found: 547.2580; calcd for [C35H38N2SSi+Na]+: 569.2417; 

found: 569.2405 

 

BTD-PCP-tri (26). To a solution of 5 (275 mg, 0.5 mmol) in dry 

THF (35 mL) was added TBAF (0.6 mL, 1.0 M solution in THF). 

The reaction mixture was stirred at r.t. for 5 h under a nitrogen 

atmosphere. The solution was evaporated under vacuum, and the 

residue was subjected to column chromatography (silica gel, 

heptan/EtOAc (4/1, v/v)) to give BTD-PCP-tri (186 mg, 95%) as a bright yellow powder. 1H 

NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.04 – 8.00 (m, 1H), 7.82 – 7.80 (m, 1H), 7.66 – 7.60 (m, 1H), 7.19 

– 7.16 (m, 1H), 7.08 – 7.05 (m, 1H), 6.71 (d, J = 1.9 Hz, 1H), 6.61 (d, J = 1.9 Hz, 1H), 6.55 – 

6.51 (m, 2H), 3.93 – 3.85 (m, 1H), 3.66 – 3.58 (m, 1H), 3.46 – 3.37 (m, 1H), 3.30 (s, 1H), 3.27 

– 3.19 (m, 1H), 3.12 – 2.87 (m, 4H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 155.17, 154.90, 143.12, 

142.78, 139.87, 139.79, 138.05, 137.50, 133.54, 133.36, 131.93, 131.15, 130.96, 129.41, 

124.33, 123.72, 121.66, 117.91, 96.50, 88.94, 84.12, 80.41, 34.37, 33.97, 33.94, 33.88. 

MALDI-TOF-MS (m/z): calcd for [C26H18N2S] 390.12; found: 390.36. 
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BTD-PCP-TTF-tri (27). A mixture of TTF-I 

precursor (96 mg, 0.2 mmol), BTD-PCP-tri (58 

mg, 0.15 mmol), Pd(PPh3)2Cl2 (10 mg, 0.015 

mmol), and CuI (3 mg, 0.015 mmol) in THF-

NEt3 (16 mL, v/v = 5:3) was stirred at 50 °C for 

5 h under a nitrogen atmosphere. The solvent was evaporated under vacuum. The residue was 

subjected to column chromatography (silica gel, heptan/EtOAc (9/1, v/v)) to give compound 7 

(56 mg, 50%) as a yellow powder. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 8.05 – 8.01 (m, 1H), 7.85 – 

7.83 (m, 1H), 7.68 – 7.63 (m, 1H), 7.20 – 7.17 (m, 1H), 7.02 – 6.99 (m, 1H), 6.70 (d, J = 2.0 

Hz, 1H), 6.65 (s, 1H), 6.57 – 6.56 (m, 2H), 6.54 (d, J = 3.0 Hz, 1H), 3.92 – 3.84 (m, 1H), 3.56 

– 3.48 (m, 1H), 3.45 – 3.36 (m, 1H), 3.25 – 2.89 (m, 5H), 2.86 – 2.80 (m, 4H), 1.74 – 1.61 (m, 

4H), 1.05 – 1.00 (m, 6H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 155.20, 154.91, 143.16, 139.60, 

137.54, 133.43, 131.95, 131.06, 129.41, 124.44, 121.72, 117.88, 96.44, 89.09, 34.33, 34.19, 

33.98, 13.35. HR-MS (ESI, positive): m/z calcd for [C38H32N2S7]: 740.0610; found: 740.0590. 
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6. Molecular electronics 
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This section is partially adapted to the following manuscript: 

 

a. Atomically Well-defined Nitrogen Doping in the Cross-plane Transport through 

Graphene Heterojunctions 

Hewei Zhang, Ping Zhou, Abdalghani Daaoub, Sara Sangtarash, Shiqiang Zhao, Zixian Yang, 

Yu Zhou, Yuling Zou, Silvio Decurtins, Robert Häner, Yang Yang, Hatef Sadeghi, Shi-Xia Liu, 

Wenjing Hong 

b. Self-assembly and on-surface polymerization 

 

Contribution to the work 

 

My contribution includes synthesis of 5,12-diazatetracene (2N-PAH4), 1,3,6,8-tetraazapyrene 

(4N-PAH4’) and 6,13-diazapentacene (2N-PAH5) and a detailed study of their electronic 

properties by UV-Vis spectra and CV measurements. The group of Prof. Hong from Xiamen 

University, the group of Prof. Meyer from Basel University and the group of Prof. Fasel from 

Empa carried out charge transport through graphene heterojunctions, on-surface self-assembly 

and chemical reactions as well as analyzed the data. Abdalghani Daaoub and Sara Sangtarash 

from University of Warwick carried out theory on charge transport through molecular junctions. 
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6.1 Atomically well-defined nitrogen doping in the cross-plane transport through 

graphene heterojunctions 

6.1.1 Manuscript 

Atomically Well-defined Nitrogen Doping in the Cross-plane Transport through 

Graphene Heterojunctions 

Hewei Zhang,1,4 Ping Zhou,2,4 Abdalghani Daaoub,3,4 Sara Sangtarash,3 Shiqiang Zhao,1 Zixian 

Yang,1 Yu Zhou,1 Yuling Zou,1 Silvio Decurtins,2 Robert Häner,2 Yang Yang,1 Hatef Sadeghi,3 

Shi-Xia Liu,2 Wenjing Hong1 

1State Key Laboratory of Physical Chemistry of Solid Surfaces, College of Chemistry and 

Chemical Engineering & Pen-Tung Sah Institute of Micro-Nano Science and Technology, 

Xiamen University, 361005 Xiamen, China.  
2Department of Chemistry, Biochemistry and Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Bern, 

Freiestrasse 3, 3012 Bern, Switzerland 
3Device Modelling Group, School of Engineering, University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, 

United Kingdom 
4These authors contributed equally to this work 

 

Abstract 

The nitrogen doping of graphene leads to graphene heterojunctions with a tunable bandgap, 

suitable for electronics, electrochemical, and detector applications. However, the microscopic 

nature and charge transport properties of atomic-level nitrogen-doped graphene are still 

unknown, mainly due to the multiple doping sites with topological diversities. In this work, we 

fabricated the atomically well-defined N-doped graphene heterojunctions and investigated the 

cross-plane transport through these heterojunctions to reveal the effects of doping on their 

electronic properties. We found that different doping number of nitrogen atoms leads to a 

conductance difference of up to ~288%, and the conductance of graphene heterojunctions with 

nitrogen-doping at different positions in the conjugated framework can also lead to a 

conductance difference of ~170%. Combined ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy 

measurements and theoretical calculations reveal that the insertion of nitrogen atoms into the 

conjugation framework significantly stabilizes the frontier molecular orbitals, leading to a 
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change in the relative positions of HOMO and LUMO to the Fermi level of the electrodes. Our 

work provides a unique insight into the role of nitrogen doping on the charge transport through 

graphene heterojunctions and materials at the single atomic level. 

Keywords: single-molecule conductance, molecular junction, cross-plane charge transport, 

graphene heterojunction  

Introduction 

The two-dimensional(2D) heterostructured materials not only retains the original advantages1-

3 but also show unique charge transport4,5, catalytic activity6,7, mechanical strength8, and 

photoelectric property9 beyond the classic two-dimensional (2D) materials. For instance, the 

doping of graphene leads to the fabrication of graphene heterojunctions with potential 

applications in electronics10-14, sensing15,16, photocatalytic17-19 and other aspects by converting 

the zero bandgaps of graphene to tunable bandgaps20. Nitrogen is widely used for doping 

graphene materials and devices15,19,21-23, and there are various nitrogen-doping approaches 

developed, including chemical vapor deposition24, arc discharge25, ion irradiation26 and post 

treatment27. However, the microscopic nature and charge transport properties of atomic-level 

nitrogen-doped graphene remained unclear due to the complexity of the nitrogen sites and 

bonding topology within the carbon lattice during the doping process20,26,28. Along this line, 

recent advances in the investigation through single- molecule junctions offer a unique insight 

to reveal the role of N-doping with atomically well-defined doping sites.  

To tackle this challenge, the single-molecule junctions with gold-molecule-gold configurations 

offer the opportunity to investigate the role of N-doping in the charge transport through 

molecular junctions with atomic precision. When nitrogen doping occurs in the aromatic cores 

of molecules, differences in the substitution positions can tune the quantum interference 

effects29-31 and demonstrate the different gating efficiency32 in a phenyl ring with meta 

connectivity. When nitrogen atoms are employed as an anchor group to form Au-N bonds, the 

different numbers and sites of nitrogen atoms provide different conductance pathways at 

molecular junctions, resulting in different conductance33-35. However, all the above studies 

investigated the charge transport through the molecular skeleton using gold electrodes but not 

the cross-plane transport as presented in the graphene heterojunctions. Recent advances in the 

fabrication of cross-plane heterojunctions can be considered as a microscopic model36 to 

investigate the role of nitrogen doping on the charge transport with different numbers of 
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nitrogen atoms at different positions of the conjugated framework in nitrogen-containing 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (N-PAHs).  

Herein, we investigated the charge transport through nitrogen-doped graphene heterojunctions 

where N-PAHs are embedded between graphene electrodes by using the cross-plane break 

junction technique and density functional theory transport calculations. Comparing the 

conductance values of the corresponding polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), we find 

that the conductance decreases with the introduction of nitrogen atoms. We further investigated 

the conductance of heterojunctions with nitrogen atoms at different N- PAH framework sites 

and observed a clear site dependence in their conductance. In conjunction with transition 

voltage spectroscopy (TVS), ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), and theoretical 

calculations, it is supposed that the insertion of nitrogen atoms alters the energy level alignment 

between the frontier molecular orbitals and the Fermi level of graphene electrodes, thereby 

regulating the electrical properties.  

Results 

Charge Transport Properties of nitrogen-containing polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons  

We investigate the cross-plane charge transport through the N-PAHs using the customized 

scanning tunneling microscopy break junction (STM-BJ) setup as shown in Figure 1A left and 

Figure S1 in the Supporting Information (SI). A U-shaped Cu wire with single-layer graphene 

and a Cu foil with single-layer graphene is chosen as substrates, and the tip is in soft contact 

with the substrate using with the lab-developed control program37,38. A push-pull process of 

the tip forms nanoscale gaps of varying sizes, and the molecule can be trapped in the nanogap 

between the graphene electrode pair and form a graphene-molecule-graphene van der Waals 

(vdW) heterojunction. The charge transport occurs in a cross-plane way due to the vdW 

interaction (Figure 1A right). We have synthesized four N-PAH molecules as probe molecules 
39-43, whose structures are shown in Figure 1B.  

The conductance of the graphene-based single-molecule junctions with a bias voltage of 0.1 V 

ranged from 10-6.5 G0 (~24.5 pS; G0=2e2/h, quantum conductance) to 10-2.5 G0 (~245.4 nS) at 

room temperature. Direct tunneling traces were obtained in pure decane as a solvent and 

showed neither a discernible peak in the one-dimensional (1D) conductance histogram nor a 

plateau in the 2D conductance histogram. 
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Figure 1 Schematic diagrams and molecular structures. (A) Schematic diagrams of the cross-

plane break junction (XPBJ) setup based on STM-BJ setup (left) and the structures of 

sandwiched molecular junctions with a N-PAH (right). (B) Chemical structures of N-PAHs, 

including 5,12-diazatetracene (2N-PAH4), 1,3,6,8-tetraazapyrene (4N-PAH4’), 6,13 

diazapentacene (2N-PAH5), 1,6,7,12-tetraazaperylene (4N-PAH5’).  

Typical individual conductance–displacement traces are shown in Figure 2A in the inset. For 

all four molecules, there are distinct conductance plateaus ranging from 10-5 G0 (~775 pS) to 

10-4 G0 (~7.75 nS); over 1000 individual conductance–distance traces are overlayed for 

statistical analysis. Distinct peaks were observed in the 1D conductance histogram (Figure 2A), 

indicating that the molecular junctions of four N-PAHs were successfully constructed. The 

conductance of 2N-PAH4 and 4N-PAH4’ are 10-4.81 G0 (~1.20 nS) and 10-4.69 G0 (~1.58 nS) by 

Gaussian fitting of the peaks, respectively. Interestingly, 2N-PAH5 and 4N-PAH5’ have 

conductance of 10-4.41 G0 (~3.02 nS) and 10-4.28 G0 (~4.07 nS), respectively, which are much 

higher than those of the former two counterparts. The relationship between the conductance 

and the structures of the molecules is shown in Figure 2B, and the conductance of N-PAHs 

increase with the number of benzene rings, which is consistent with the conductance of PAHs37. 

The cross-plane area is an essential factor affecting the conductance. The conductance of 2N-

PAH5 decreases most significantly, falling down to 46.8% of that of PAH5 (10-4.08 G0, 6.45 

nS37), whereas the conductance of 4N-PAH4’ increases most manifestly up to 135% of that of 

PAH4’ (10-4.82 G0, 1.17 nS37), which is about ~288% of the former decrease. Compared to their 

PAH counterparts37, both 2N-PAH4 and 2N-PAH5 show a decrease in conductance by 63.1% 

and 46.8%, respectively, indicating that the former decrease is about ~135% of the latter one. 

With the increase of the number of nitrogen atoms to four, the conductance of 4N-PAH5’ 
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slightly decreases by 79.4%, while that of 4N-PAH4’ actually increases by 135%, which is 

about ~170% of the former decrease (see Table S1 in the SI). Such a bipolar change can be 

accounted for by the fact that the insertion of nitrogen atoms stabilizes both the highest 

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), 

leading to a change in the relative positions of HOMO and LUMO to the Fermi level of the 

electrodes. For a detailed explanation, see the section on the theoretical calculations.  

 

Figure 2 Electrical properties with XPBJ technique. (A) 1D conductance histograms were 

obtained from ~1000 conductance–displacement traces of the pure decane solvent (yellow) and 

the N-PAHs using graphene electrodes. The typical individual conductance–displacement 

traces are shown in the inset. (B) Comparison of conductance between N-PAHs and PAHs. 

The data of PAH conductance comes from our previous work.37 (C) 2D conductance-distance 

histograms of 4N-PAH4’. (D) The plateau length histograms of 2N-PAH4, 2N-PAH5, 4N-

PAH4’, and 4N-PAH5’.  

The 2D conductance-distance histograms of N-PAHs are constructed by superimposing 

conductance-displacement traces to investigate the junction configurations. As shown in Figure 

2C, there are corresponding apparent intensity clouds in the range of conductance demonstrated 

in the 1D conductance histogram, indicating the successful construction of graphene-molecule-

graphene junctions. Based on the plateau length of direct tunneling at 0.27 nm determined in 

pure solvent37,38, the corrected plateau lengths of 2N-PAH4, 2N- PAH5, 4N-PAH4’, and 4N-
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PAH5’ are determined to be 0.96 nm, 0.92 nm, 0.90 nm, and 0.93 nm, respectively (Figure 2D). 

They match the distance between the graphene sheet incorporated with N-PAHs, meaning the 

sandwiched graphene-N-PAHs-graphene junctions are successfully fabricated. Due to the 

absence of anchoring groups, PAHs do not show a conductance signal when gold electrodes 

are used. On the contrary, N-PAHs form molecular junctions through N-Au coordination bonds 

(see Figure S11 in the SI). In remarkable contrast to graphene-molecule-graphene van der 

Waals heterojunctions, Au-N-PAHs-Au junctions do not seem to be able to accurately assess 

the influence of nitrogen atoms on charge transport through PAHs due to N-Au coordination 

bonds.  

To further investigate the change of HOMO and LUMO energy levels, UPS and ultraviolet- 

visible (UV-Vis) spectra were used to evaluate the energy level alignment of these junctions. 

UPS measurements were performed using a He I light source (hn = 21.22 eV) to gauge the 

electronic states of monolayers on graphene44. At an applied bias of -5 V, all the binding energy 

spectra are shown in Figure S5 in the SI. We find that the insertion of nitrogen atoms gives rise 

to an increase in the energy offset (EF − EHOMO) as predicted by DFT calculations (Figure 3A). 

The ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectra show that the HOMO-LUMO gaps of N-PAHs also 

decrease or remain almost unchanged compared to their PAH counterparts (see Figure S6 in 

the SI). From the UPS and UV-Vis results, it can be deduced that the LUMO energy levels of 

N-PAHs decrease more rapidly than the HOMO energy levels, and notably, 4N-PAH4’ shows 

the most pronounced drop in the LUMO energy.  

To further determine energy level alignment in the heterojunctions, we measured TVS to obtain 

the transition voltage (Vtrans). After the I-V measurements of all molecules, Fowler- Nordheim 

diagrams (describing the relationship between ln(I/V2) and 1/V) were obtained using a specific 

mathematical analysis method called TVS (Figure 3C). Two trends corresponding to two 

different charge-transport mechanisms can be seen in the plots. The boundary between these 

two trends, the minimum value in the F-N plot, is defined as the transition voltage. The value 

of Vtrans is proportional to the energy offset between the Fermi energy (EF) of the electrodes 

and the energy of the frontier molecular orbital (EFMO, HOMO or LUMO)45-47. The Vtrans 

values of N-PAHs and PAHs are linear with the absolute values of the theoretical EF-EFMO 

(Figure 3B). At the same time, the Vtrans values of N-PAHs and PAHs are compared (Figure 

3C). The Vtrans values of 2N-PAH5 and PAH5 are 0.396 V and 0.289 V, and the Vtrans values 

of 2N-PAH4 and PAH4 are 0.463 V and 0.342 V, suggesting that Vtrans increases after the 
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insertion of nitrogen atoms. The results show that the EF-EHOMO increases and EHOMO decreases 

due to the presence of nitrogen atoms, which is consistent with the theoretical calculations. 

 

Figure 3 Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy and transition voltage spectroscopy. (A) 

Comparison of EF – EHOMO by UPS with EF − EFMO by DFT theoretical calculation. (B) Vtrans 

versus EF − EFMO by DFT theoretical calculation difference. (C) The transition voltage (ln(I/V2) 

vs1/V) spectra were obtained by over 500 I–V traces of 2N-PAH5, PAH5, 2N-PAH4, PAH4, 

4N-PAH5’, PAH5’, 4N-PAH4’, PAH4’.  

In stark contrast, the frontier molecular orbital shifts from HOMO to LUMO when the number 

of nitrogen atoms is increased to four. The Vtrans values of 4N-PAH5’ and PAH5’ are 0.423 

V and 0.369 V, respectively. And the Vtrans value of 4N-PAH4’ (0.423V) is slightly smaller 

than that of PAH4’ (0.463 V), indicative of a significantly reduced LUMO. This observation 

is corroborated by the UPS results mentioned earlier. It follows that 4N-PAH4’ and 4N-PAH5’ 

show a LUMO-dominated charge-transport mechanism that is distinct from the HOMO-

dominated charge-transport through other N-PAHs and their PAH counterparts. It becomes 

clear that an interplay between the number of nitrogen atoms and the topology variation is 

applied to fine-tune the energy levels between the frontier orbitals and the Fermi level of the 

graphene electrodes, thereby regulating the charge-transport properties of the PAHs.  
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Theoretical Calculations  

To understand the charge-transport properties of N-PAH and PAH molecules between 

graphene electrodes (Figure 4A), we calculated the ground-state geometries and electronic 

structures of gas phase molecules using SIESTA48 implementation of density functional 

theory (DFT) firstly as discussed in the method section in the SI. We find that HOMO and 

LUMO energy levels for each molecule move down in energy with the insertion of nitrogen 

atoms (see Table S4 in the SI). Next, we calculated ground-state geometries and electronic 

structures of molecules between two graphene electrodes (see methods). The calculated 

average optimum distance between the graphene sheet and molecules is between 3.42 to 3.46 

Å depending on the type of N-PAHs and PAHs molecules (see Table S5 in the SI). The smallest 

vdW distance (3.42 Å) is for 4N-PAH4’. The graphene electrodes are periodic in the y and x 

directions with multiple k-points (Figure 4A) to resemble graphene sheets. We found that the 

ground state distance between graphene sheets is 3.36 Å in the transport direction (z).  

 

Figure 4 Electrical conductance properties of graphene-molecule-graphene van der Waals 

heterojunctions. (A) Structure of sandwiched molecular junctions with a 4N-PAH4’ molecule. 

(B-D) The electrical conductance of N-PAHs and PAHs molecules as a function of the Fermi 

energy. The black dashed line (EF = -0.18 eV) shows the Fermi energy that agrees with the 

experiment results.  (F) Energetic positions of HOMO and LUMO resonances of graphene-
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molecule-graphene junctions obtained from Figure B-E. The black dashed line shows EF = -

0.18 eV.  

To calculate cross-plane conductance through graphene-based single-molecule junctions, we 

obtain the mean-field Hamiltonian from density functional theory (DFT) and use the 

Gollum49,50 quantum transport code (see theoretical methods) to calculate transmission 

coefficients of electrons of energy E passing from one electrode to the other. We then used the 

Landauer formula to calculate the electrical conductance (see theoretical methods). Since the 

molecules can interact with graphene electrodes in different stacking configurations, three 

different structures of AB, AA and a mixture of AA and AB stacking are considered. Figure 

4B-E show the calculated ensemble average conductance of 3 different configurations (from 

AB to AA stacking) of N-PAHs and PAHs molecules between graphene electrodes with 

multiple k-points (5×5) perpendicular to the transport direction.  

Figure 4E shows the calculated average conductance of PAH4’ (red line) and 4N-PAH4’ (blue 

line) as a function of the Fermi energy EF. The HOMO resonance for 4N-PAH4’ has shifted to 

the left far away from the Fermi energy by ~0.39 eV, while the LUMO resonance has shifted 

to the left by ~1.23 eV and is closer to EF. This large shift of the LUMO resonance toward EF 

combined with its slightly smaller vdW distance increases the electrical conductance. The black 

dashed line at EF = -0.18 eV in Figure 4B-E shows the Fermi energy that gives the best 

agreement with experiments for all molecules (see Figure S8 in the SI). The LUMO resonances 

of 2N-PAH4 and 2N-PAH5 are also shifted downward in energy, as depicted in Figure 4C, B, 

but not as much as for 4N-PAH4’. Consequently, the electrical conductance values of 2N-

PAHs are lower than those of the corresponding PAHs at EF (-0.18 eV). As shown in Figure 

4D, the same holds true for 4N-PAH5’ (blue line), which has a lower conductance than PAH5’. 

We also performed calculations with a different graphene electrode configuration, as shown in 

Figure S9, S10 in the SI, and found similar results.  

As shown in Figure 4F, we obtain the positions of HOMO (red circles) and LUMO (green 

circles) resonances relative to the Fermi energy of electrodes for each molecular junction from 

Figure 4B-D. Our calculation shows that in N-PAHs molecules, HOMO and LUMO energy 

levels move downward in energy, and the shift of LUMO energy level is larger for molecules 

with a higher number of nitrogen atoms, such as 4N-PAH4’ and 4N-PAH5’. The largest shift 

of the LUMO energy happens to be in 4N-PAH4’. It is worth mentioning that electron transport 

in PAHs occurs close to HOMO, in agreement with the previous reports37. However, electron 
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transport in N-PAHs happens to move from HOMO to LUMO because the molecular orbitals 

move downward in energy and the FMOs change due to the higher number of nitrogen atoms. 

Our calculations also indicate that the conductance order between different PAHs and N-PAHs 

is sensitive to the choice of EF, so gating by a third electrode could lead to different orders.  

Conclusions 

In summary, we fabricated the atomically well-defined N-doped graphene heterojunctions and 

investigated the cross-plane transport through these heterojunctions to reveal the effect of 

doping on their electronic properties. We found that the electronic cloud distribution via vdW 

interactions between N-PAHs and graphene electrodes plays an essential role in their 

conductance, and the presence of nitrogen atoms has a pronounced effect on the alignment of 

the energy levels of HOMO and LUMO with respect to the Fermi level of the electrodes. Given 

a HOMO-dominated charge transport through PAHs and N-PAHs, the insertion of nitrogen 

atoms significantly stabilizes the HOMO, leading to a decrease in the conductance of N-PAH 

compared to that of its PAH counterpart. As the number of nitrogen atoms increases, the 

LUMO becomes more stabilized than the HOMO. Together with a variation in the topology 

and the number of the phenyl rings of N-PAHs, the LUMO-dominated charge transport occurs, 

leading to a slight decrease (4N-PAH5’) and an increase (4N-PAH4’) in the conductance of N-

PAH compared with that of its PAH counterpart. Our work represented a solid step for the 

actual application of the graphene device via cross-plane transport and demonstrated the 

essential role of heteroatoms in two-dimensional heterojunctions.  

Experimental procedures  

Materials  

The Cu wires and Cu foils with single-layer graphene were purchased from 6 Carbon 

Technology (Shenzhen, China). 2N-PAH442, 2N-PAH542, 4N-PAH4’40,43, and 4N-PAH5’39,41 

were prepared according to literature procedures.  

Single-molecule conductance measurements  

We used XPBJ technique modified from a home-built STM-BJ setup to perform single- 

molecule conductance measurements. A 0.1 V bias voltage was applied at room temperature. 

See more details in Section S2, and the previous work37.  
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Transition voltage spectroscopy  

Conductance measurements were performed with an applied bias of 0.1 V. When a 

conductance plateau appeared from 10-5 G0 (~775 pS) to 10-4 G0 (~7.75 nS), the movement of 

the piezo was paused and the tip was stationary. The bias voltage was scanned between -1 V 

and 1 V and the I-V curves were recorded during the process. More than 1000 curves were 

collected for statistical analysis. The fitting curve was obtained from the 2D I-V histogram, 

and the transition voltage spectrum was plotted based on the previous works45-47.  

Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy  

UPS measurements were performed to estimate the electronic structure of N-PAHs and PAHs 

on graphene. The binding energy spectra were obtained using a HeIlight source (hn = 21.22 

eV) at an applied bias of -5 V. More details are included in S25.  

Theoretical Calculations  

The optimized geometries with ground-state Hamiltonian and overlap matrix elements for gas 

phase molecules and molecules between graphene electrodes were obtained using density 

functional theory (DFT). These results were then combined with the Green function method to 

calculate the phase-coherent, elastic-scattering properties of the system, consisting of two 

graphene electrodes and the molecule as the scattering region. From the calculated transmission 

functions, the electrical conductance was calculated using the Landauer formula. See the 

Supporting Information for details of computational methods.  

Supplemental information 

Supplemental information PDF includes Figures S1-S11, and Table S1-S5.  
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1. Cross-plane break junction (XPBJ) setup  

In order to fabricate Gr-molecule-Gr single-molecule junctions, we modified the scanning 

tunneling microscopy break junction (STM-BJ) setup used for gold electrode testing in the 

group to obtain the cross-plane break junction (XPBJ) setup. The Au tip was replaced with Cu 

wire with high-quality graphene on the surface made by chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and 

the Au substrate was replaced with Cu foil with graphene. Photos of the specific XPBJ setup 

are shown in Figure S1.  

 

Figure S1 The photos of the home-built XPBJ setup. (A) The photos of the whole installation. 

(B) The liquid cell installation. (C) The O ring and liquid cell.  

We used the O-ring and liquid cell made of acid-resistant materials in order to fix the position 

of Cu foil, ensure its flatness and alleviate the volatilization of solvent. The Cu wire is bent 

into an O shape and loaded into the syringe as a tip and fixed onto the piezo stack. The stepper 

motor above the piezo enables the tip to move quickly over a wide range. A large number of 

nanogaps with different intervals can be rapidly fabricated between the tip and the substrate by 

piezo, and the adjustment range is 0~10 V. The copper/graphene composites involved in the 

tip and substrate were purchased from Six- Carbon Technology Shenzhen. 30~40 μL of 

solution were dripped in the liquid cell. The liquid cell was connected to the skeleton through 

magnets, making the tip to dip into the solution. A current amplifier and a controller were 

connected to the tip and the substrate, and the measurement is completed through our own 
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developed program. During the break junction processes, a bias voltage of 100 mV was applied, 

and the current and voltage were recorded in real time at a sampling frequency of 20 kHz. 

2. Graphene-based single-molecule junction measurement  

 

Figure S2 Pure solvent measurement. (A) 1D conductance histogram and (B) 2D conductance 

versus plateau length histogram of the pure decane.  
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Figure S3 Results of single-molecule conductance by XPBJ measurement. 1D conductance 

histograms of 2N-PAH4 (A), 2N-PAH5 (D), 4N-PAH4′ (G), 4N-PAH5′ (J). 2D conductance-

distance histograms of 2N-PAH4 (B), 2N-PAH5 (E), 4N-PAH4′ (H), 4N-PAH5′ (K). The 

plateau length histograms of 2N-PAH4 (C), 2N-PAH5 (F), 4N-PAH4′ (I), 4N-PAH5′ (L). 

More than 1000 conductance traces were recorded during the measurement. When the 

conductance value is 10-3.0 G0, the individual traces are considered to reach zero1,2. We 

measured the electrical properties of the pure solvent decane, as shown in Figure S2. 

Conductance-displacement traces plummeted, 1D conductance histograms showed no 

pronounced peak, and 2D conductance-distance histograms showed no apparent plateau.  

Direct tunneling in the pure solvent is proved. The plateau length histograms were carried out 

for the conductance data from 10-3.0 G0 to 10-6.0 G0, and it was found that the plateau length of 

pure solvent decane was 0.27 nm2,3, which was consistent with the previous work report. The 

plateau lengths of other molecules were corrected on this basis.  

Supplementary Table S1 Conductance difference –  

 

The biggest conductance difference due to different doping number of nitrogen atoms:  

1.35÷0.468 = 288% 

The conductance difference due to nitrogen-doping at different positions in the conjugated 

framework: 
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                                                           1.35÷0.794 = 170%   

                                                           0.631÷0.468 = 135%  

3. Transition voltage spectrum  

 

 
Figure S4 Transition voltage (ln(I/V2) vs1/V) spectra obtained from ~1000 I~V traces of 2N-

PAH5 (A), PAH5 (B) ,2N-PAH4 (C), PAH4 (D), 4N-PAH5′ (E), PAH5′ (F), 4N-PAH4′ (G) 

and PAH4′ (H).  
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4. Ultraviolet photoelectron spectrum 

The electronic structure of N-PAHs and PAHs on copper foil with single-layer graphene was 

measured by UPS. All data were obtained using a HeI light source (hn = 21.22 eV) with a bias 

of -5 V applied to the sample. The Fermi energy level of the electrode was corrected with the 

gold electrode on the same bench, and the intensity was normalized. 

 

Figure S5 Ultraviolet photoelectron spectra of 2N-PAH5 and PAH5 (A), 2N-PAH4 and PAH4 

(B), 4N-PAH5′ and PAH5′ (C), 4N-PAH4′ and PAH4′ (D). 

Supplementary Table S2 EF-EHOMO of N-PAHs and PAHs by UPS  
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5. UV-Vis spectrum  

According to an empirical formula: 

                                                            Eg = 1240/λabs 

Eg estimated from the UV-Vis spectrum onset of the lowest energy absorption band.  
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Figure S6 UV-Vis spectra of 2N-PAH5 (A), PAH5 (B) ,2N-PAH4 (C), PAH4 (D), 4N-PAH5′ 

(E), PAH5′ (F), 4N-PAH4′ (G) and PAH4′ (H) in chloroform. 

Supplementary Table S3 Energy gap of N-PAHs and PAHs by UV-Vis  

 

6. Computational methods  

The optimized geometry and ground state Hamiltonian and overlap matrix elements of each 

structure studied in this paper was self-consistently obtained using the SIESTA 

implementation4 of density functional theory (DFT). SIESTA employs norm-conserving 

pseudo-potentials to account for the core electrons and linear combinations of atomic orbitals 

to construct the valence states. The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of the exchange 

and correlation functional is used with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof parameterization (ca) a 

double-ζ (DZ) basis set, a real-space grid defined with an equivalent energy cut-off of 150 Ry. 

The geometry optimization for each structure is performed to the forces smaller than 20 meV/Å.  

The mean-field Hamiltonian obtained from the converged DFT calculation was combined with 

Gollum5,6 implementation of the non-equilibrium Green’s function method6 to calculate the 

phase-coherent, elastic scattering properties of each system consist of left graphene (source) 

and right graphene (drain) leads and the scattering region. The transmission coefficient T(E) 

for electrons of energy E (passing from the source to the drain) is calculated via the relation: 

𝑇(𝐸) = 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒(𝛤𝑅(𝐸)𝐺𝑅(𝐸)𝛤𝐿(𝐸)𝐺𝑅†(𝐸)). In this expression, 𝛤𝐿,𝑅(𝐸) = 𝑖 (∑𝐿,𝑅(𝐸) − ∑𝐿,𝑅
†(𝐸)) 

describe the level broadening due to the coupling between left (L) and right (R) electrodes and 

the central scattering region, ∑𝐿,𝑅(𝐸) are the retarded self-energies associated with this 

coupling and 𝐺𝑅 = (𝐸𝑆 − 𝐻 − ∑𝐿 − ∑𝑅)−1 is the retarded Green’s function.  
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The electrical conductance is then calculated using the Landauer formula 𝐺(𝐸𝐹,𝑇) = 𝐺0 ∫
+∞ 𝑑𝐸 

𝑇(𝐸)(−𝜕𝑓(𝐸, 𝑇, 𝐸𝐹)/𝜕𝐸), where 𝑓 = (𝑒(𝐸−𝐸𝐹)/𝑘𝐵𝑇 + 1)−1 is the Fermi-Dirac probability 

distribution function, T is the temperature, EF is the Fermi energy, 𝐺0 = 2𝑒2/h is the conductance 

quantum, e is the electron charge, and h is the Planck’s constant.  

7. Supplementary computational figures, tables and discussion  

 
Figure S7 (A, C) Structure of sandwiched molecular junctions with PAH and N-PAH 

molecules between two graphene electrodes, respectively. (B, D) calculated ensemble average 

conductance of 3 different configurations (from AB to AA stacking) of N-PAH and PAH 

molecules between graphene electrodes with multiple k-points perpendicular to the z direction. 

 
Figure S8 Measured (A) and calculated (B) electrical conductance of PAHs (gray) and N-

PAHs (red), respectively. In (b), calculated ensemble average conductance is obtained at EF = 

0.18 eV in Figure S27 (b,d).  
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Figure S9 (A) Structure of sandwiched molecular junctions with PAH and N-PAH molecules 

between two graphene electrodes. (B, C, D, E) Boltzmann-weighted average conductance of 5 

different configurations (from AB to AA stacking) of N- PAH and PAH molecules between 

graphene electrodes with multiple k-points (20) perpendicular to the z direction.  

 
Figure S10 (A, C) Structure of sandwiched molecular junctions with PAH and N- PAH 

molecules between two graphene electrodes, respectively. (B, D) Boltzmann- weighted 

average conductance of 5 different configurations (from AB to AA stacking) of N-PAH and 

PAH molecules between graphene electrodes with multiple k-points (20) perpendicular to the 

z direction.  
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Supplementary Table S4 Frontier orbitals of relaxed structures of PAHs and N-PAHs 

molecules from HOMO-3 to LUMO+3 orbitals in (eV) energy unit.  

 
 

Supplementary Table S5 vdW distance between graphene and molecules in the relaxed 

ground state configuration  

 

 
 

8. Gold-based single-molecule junction measurement  
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Figure S11 Electrical properties using gold electrodes with STM-BJ technique. (A) 1D 

conductance histograms obtained from ~1000 conductance–displacement traces of 2N-PAH4, 

4N-PAH4′ and 4N-PAH5′. (B) The plateau length histograms of 2N-PAH4, 4N-PAH4′, and 

4N-PAH5′.  
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6.2 Self-assembly and on-surface polymerization 

 

Given that polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are planar and thermally stable, the ease 

of halogenation allows to synthesize various building blocks (Figure 1) either for surface-

assisted Ullmann coupling under ultra-high vacuum condition or for creating self-assembled 

nanostructures on different surfaces. All these projects are currently under investigation in 

collaboration with Prof. Ernst Meyer (University of Basel) and Prof. Roman Fasel (Empa). 

Some preliminary results are discussed below.  

 
Figure 1 The chemical structures of the studied molecules. 

6.2.1 Self-assembly of tetrabromotetraazapyrene (TBTP) on Ag(111)  

Both discharging molecules on the surfaces and observations of electron-vibration coupling in 

molecules have been widely reported. Up to now, real-space imaging of electron-vibration 

coupling in molecules is still highly challenging due to the sub-molecular resolution and short 

lifetime of electron transfer in interface configurations. To address this issue, self-assembly of 

TBTP on Ag(111) has been carried out.  

 

TBTP molecules were sublimated on Ag(111) at a sample temperature of 100 K. High-

resolution STM and NC-AFM images (Figure 2) show the orientational glassy phase of self-

assembled TBTP molecules.  
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Figure 2 Self-assembly of TBTP molecules on Ag(111). a) Molecular islands of TBTP 

molecules. The inset in the right corner shows the chemical structure of TBTP molecules. 

Threefold symmetry dotted white lines cross each center of molecules and show a hexagonal 

tiling arrangement. Three different orientations of TBTP molecules are marked with red, green 

and yellow dotted circles, and their related structural models are located at the bottom of each 

circle. b) The orientational glassy phase of a molecule pattern is made up of three different 

molecular models. The pattern is a result of molecules in the white dotted rectangle in (a). c) 

Constant height Δf image of TBTP recorded with a CO tip. 

 

 
Figure 3 Electronic and vibronic structure of TBTP. (a-c) STM images of the same molecules 

with different sample voltages. When the sample voltage is increased, some molecules become 
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much brighter than others. An inset illustrates the structure of this kind of molecules. The 

molecule is surrounded by a uniform distribution of six molecules arranged in three orientations. 

(d) dI/dV spectra recorded at a molecule at different electric field by changing the tip-molecule 

distances. (e) STS of Kondo resonance in TBTP. 

 

Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) on molecules shows strong electron-vibration coupling 

due to the Franck-Condon blockade effect (Figure 3). To visualize the vibration features in 

real-space, dI/dV mapping images are used (Figure 3d). As shown in Figure 3e, there is a 

resonance peak around the Fermi energy which depicts the Kondo effect in molecules. 

 

 
Figure 4 Real-space imaging of the electron-vibration coupling in TBTP. (a-f) Constant height 

dI/dV maps show the evolution of electron-vibration rings with increasing electric fields: Vs = 

0.5 V and I = 0.1 nA (a), Vs = 0.5 V and I = 0.5 nA (b), Vs = 0.5 V and I = 1.0 nA (c), Vs = 0.8 

V and I = 1.0 nA (d), Vs = 1.0 V and I = 1.0 nA (e), Vs = 1.5 V and I = 1.5 nA (f). The concentric 

rings expand and previous absent rings appear with increased electric fields. 

 

Moreover, a series of constant height dI/dV maps recorded at different sample voltages are 

presented in Figure 4. As the sample voltages were increased from 0.5 V to 0.8 V, 1.0 V and 

1.5 V, nearly all the molecules show the feature of concentric rings, indicating that electron 

vibrations are being coupled in TBTP at the discharging stage.  

6.2.2 Self-assembly of TBTP on superconducting Pb(111)  
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To develop quantum materials hosting topological superconductivity and Majorana zero modes, 

a full control over exchange couplings between spins and conduction electrons of a 

superconductor is of high importance. As a consequence, self-assembly of TBTP upon 

sublimation in ultra-high vacuum on Pb(111) kept at room temperature, has been explored. As 

illustrated in Figure 5, a supramolecular TBTP assembly shows the coexistence of neutral (T) 

and radical anionic (S) molecules in the ground state, where electrons are ordered into a long-

range superlattice. The molecules in S and T rows are stabilized by a combination of halogen 

bonds between neighboring Br atoms or between Br and the pyrimidine units (C–N...Br–C). 

For the T molecule, the LUMO lies at 0.75 mV and the HOMO is at -0.25 V. For the S molecule, 

we observe at positive bias voltage of V = 1 V a strong resonance peak, denoted D, which is 

absent in T molecule’s spectra (Figure 5f). This is assigned as a fingerprint of a charge-state 

switching from an anionic state TBTP•- to a neutral state TBTP0 induced by the local electric 

field of the voltage applied to the tip. 

 
Figure 5 Self-assembly of TBTP molecules on Pb(111). a) STM overview of Pb(111) upon 

self-assembly of TBTP molecules (V = 1.0 V, It = 1 pA). b) Close-up STM image of the 

molecular lattice (V = 0.8 V, It = 0.8 pA). The unit cell of the TBTP layer is marked with red 

arrows. c) STM image of the same area for V = 80 mV. d) Corresponding constant-height AFM 

image acquired with a Br-tip showing the molecular arrangement within rows of straight (S) 

and tilted (T) molecules, partially overlaid with ball-and-stick structure models of TBTP 

molecules. e) Top and side views of the TBTP assembly on Pb(111) optimized by DFT 

calculations. Red, blue, black and gray colors correspond to bromide, nitrogen, carbon and lead 

atoms. f) dI/dV(V) point-spectra acquired above S (blue) and T (red) molecules.  

 

TBTP•- anions show characteristic quantum dot behavior, implying that tip gating allows 

removal of a single-electron at an appropriate threshold voltage (Figure 6, left), and 
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localization of electrons only in molecules of the S rows is also confirmed (Figure 6, right). 

The differential conductance, dI/dV, shows a pair of in-gap Yu-Shiba-Rusinov resonances for 

TBTP•- attributed to the spin-1/2 of the confined electron in the molecule (Figure 7).  

 
Figure 6 (left) dI/dV(V,z) point-spectra acquired above a single TBTP•- molecule while 

increasing the tip-sample separation z. (right) dI/dV(V,x) cross-section across T-S-T rows (red 

line) in the top-left. 

 
Figure 7 (left) STM topographic image of the supra-molecular assembly (V = -0.3V, It = 1 pA). 

Plain and dashed lines are aligned along T and S rows, respectively. (right) dI/dV(V) point-

spectra measured with a superconducting STM tip above a single molecule of a S (black) and 

T (red) row, respectively. The spectra are shifted by 1 nS for clarity. 

6.2.3 On-surface chemical reactions  

6.2.3.1 Proximity-induced superconductivity in atomically precise nanographene 
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6.2.3.2 Synthesis of a covalently linked 2D porphyrin network 

 
Scheme 1 Hydrogen elimination of Cu-porphyrin 

 

The surfaces of coinage metal single crystals under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions allow 

for unique chemical reactions to occur.118 One such reaction seen on Au(111) surface is the 

chlorine-induced hydrogen elimination from planar aromatic molecules.119 Here, the Cl atoms 

can be used to facilitate the cleavage of the C-H bonds at the edges of the aromatic molecules 

and due to the UHV conditions, the resulting loss of hydrogen atoms is irreversible. This leads 

to the formation of σ-radicals along the edges of the molecules.  

 
Figure 1 a) STM image of a bilayer of Cu-P molecules on Au(111) surface. (Tunneling 

parameters: 1.5 V, 20 pA). Inset: Higher magnification of the self-assembly of the top layer of 

the Cu-P molecules (1.5 V, 20 pA). b) Exposing the Cu-P molecules on Au(111) at 400 °C to 

a flux of chlorine leads to the elimination of hydrogen from their edges and their fusion to form 

a covalently linked network. (0.5 V, 50 pA). 

 

Here we deposit a bilayer of Cu (II) porphyrin (Cu-P) on to a cleaned Au(111)  surface. The 

surface is then imaged using a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) operating at 4.5 K, 

revealing the self-assembled Cu-P molecules (Figure 1a). Hydrogen elimination is achieved 
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by annealing the surface to 400 °C and exposing it to a flux of chlorine (generated by 

sublimating AuCl). This strips the hydrogen atoms from the Cu-P and the resulting σ-radicals 

are found passivated by the formation of organo-metallic bonds with the gold substrate, by the 

formation of C-Cl bonds with any present Cl on the surface, or by inter-molecular coupling 

reactions (Figure 1b). Controlled fusion of the Cu-P molecules could be used to generate a 2-

D network of porphyrins. Due to the spin-spin interaction between Cu atoms mediated by the 

porphyrin network, such a 2D material may have interesting magnetic properties. 

 

6.2.3.3 Synthesis of a Cu porphyrin-fused zigzag graphene nanoribbon 

 
Scheme 2: Synthesis of a Cu-P-fused 6-ZGNR.  

 

 
Figure 2 STM images of Cu-P-fused 6-ZGNRs. (-1.5 V, 100 pA inset: -0.9 V, 100 pA) 

 

The atomically precise synthesis of graphene nanoribbons120 (GNRs) and in particular the 

synthesis of 6-atom wide zigzag-edged GNR121 (6-ZGNR) are keystone achievements of on-

surface synthesis. ZGNRs pose spin-polarized edge states122 which can mediate interactions 

between spins. Here, 6-ZGNRs are synthesized on Au(111). Cu-P is then deposited on the 
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surface, and the surface is then annealed to 300 °C. This leads to the fusion of the porphyrin 

with the ZGNR. However, the fusion is not site-specific along the ZGNR. This yields structures 

with a random positioning of the porphyrins along the zigzag edges (Figure 2).   

 

6.2.3.4 The surface-assisted polymerization of TBTP and its counterpart tetrabromo-

pyrene  

 

This work is currently under investigation. 
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A.1 General methods 

 

Air- and/or water-sensitive reactions were conducted under nitrogen and dry, freshly distilled 

solvents were used. Chemicals used for synthesis compounds were purchased from commercial 

suppliers (Sigma-Aldrich, TCI or Alfa Aesar). UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra were recorded 

on a Perkin Elmer Lambda 900 UV/Vis/NIR spectrometer and UV-Vis absorption spectra on 

Varian Cary-100 Bio-UV/VIS. 1H NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance 300 (300 

MHz) spectrometer. FT-IR data were collected on a FT/IR-4700 FTIR Spectrometer from 

JASCO. Chemical shifts are reported in parts per million (ppm) and are referenced to the 

residual solvent peak (CDCl3, δ 1H = 7.26 ppm and DMSO-d6, δ 1H = 2.50 ppm). 

 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed in a three-electrode cell equipped with a Pt working 

electrode, a glassy carbon counter-electrode, and Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The 

electrochemical experiments were carried out under an oxygen-free atmosphere in 

dichloromethane with TBAPF6 (0.1 M) as a supporting electrolyte. 
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A.2 NMR and MS spectra 

 
A 2. 1 1H NMR of compound 2 in CDCl3. 

 

 
A 2. 2 13 C of compound 2 in CDCl3. 
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A 2. 3 HR-MS of compound 2. 

 

 
A 2. 4 1H NMR of compound 3 in CDCl3. 
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A 2. 5 13 C of compound 3 in DMSO-d6. 

 

 
A 2. 6 HR-MS of compound 3. 
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A 2. 7 1H NMR of compound 4 in DMSO-d6. 

 

 

 
A 2. 8 13 C of compound 4 in DMSO-d6. 
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A 2. 9 HR-MS of compound 4. 

 

 
A 2. 10 1H NMR of compound 5 in CDCl3. 
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 A 2. 11 HR-MS of compound 5.  

 

 
A 2. 12 1H NMR of compound 6 in CDCl3. 
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A 2. 13 HR-MS of compound 6. 

 

 
A 2. 14 1H NMR of compound 7 in DMSO-d6. 
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A 2. 15 HR-MS of compound 7. 

 

 
A 2. 16 1H NMR of compound 8 in CDCl3. 
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A 2. 17 MALDI-TOF-MS of compound 8. 

 

 
A 2. 18 HR-MS of compound 8. 
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A 2. 19 1H NMR of compound 9 in CDCl3. 

 

 
A 2. 20 13 C of compound 9 in CDCl3. 
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A 2. 21 1H NMR of compound 10 in CDCl3. 

 

 
A 2. 22 13 C of compound 10 in CDCl3. 
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A 2. 23 HR-MS of compound 10. 

 

 
A 2. 24 1H NMR of compound 12 in CD2Cl2. 
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A 2. 25 HR-MS of compound 12. 

 

 

A 2. 26 1H NMR of compound 13 in CD2Cl2. 
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A 2. 27 HR-MS of compound 13. 

 

 

A 2. 28 1H NMR of compound 14 in CD2Cl2. 
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A 2. 29 HR-MS of compound 14. 

 

 
A 2. 30 MALDI-TOF-MS of compound 14. 
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A 2. 31 1H NMR of compound 15 in DMSO-d6. 

 

 
A 2. 32 1H NMR of compound 16 in DMSO-d6. 
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A 2. 33 1H-NMR of compound 18 in CDCl3. 

 

 
A 2. 34 1H NMR of compound 19 in CD2Cl2. 
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A 2. 35 13 C of compound 19 in CD2Cl2. 

 

 
A 2. 36 1H NMR of compound 20 in CDCl3. 
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A 2. 37 13 C of compound 20 in CDCl3. 

 

A 2. 38 HR-MS of compound 20.  
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A 2. 39 1H NMR of compound 21 in CD2Cl2. 

 

A 2. 40 13 C of compound 21 in CD2Cl2. 
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A 2. 41 HR-MS of compound 21. 
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A 2. 42 1H NMR of compound 22 in CDCl3. 

 

 
A 2. 43 13 C of compound 22 in CDCl3. 

 
A 2. 44 1H NMR of compound 23 in CDCl3. 
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A 2. 45 13 C of compound 23 azulene in CDCl3. 

 

 
A 2. 46 1H NMR of compound 24 in CDCl3. 
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A 2. 47 13 C of compound 24 in CDCl3. 

 

 
A 2.  48 1H NMR of compound 25 in CDCl3. 
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A 2. 49 13 C of compound 25 in CDCl3. 

 

 
A 2. 50 HR-MS of compound 25. 
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A 2. 51 1H NMR of compound 26 in CDCl3. 

 

 
A 2. 52 13 C of compound 26 in CDCl3. 
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A 2. 53 MALDI-TOF-MS of compound 26. 

 

 
A 2. 54 1H NMR of compound 27 in CD2Cl2. 
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A 2. 55 13 C of compound 27 in CDCl3. 

 

 
A 2. 56 HR-MS of compound 27. 
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